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JACK MICHELINE

Tonight I Push My Wagon Into The Night Sky
Walking now on the lower East Side

QUOTES

It is Friday early evening
I stop at KIWI*"2
"I shall go to Tangiers, I said to myself, and perhaps I may be summoned among the

traitors and become one of them."

- Jean Genet, The Thief's Journal

Jimmy's Bar
Five Negroes
Four Poor Whites

"There are few intell ctuals who care to claim their right to the life of a wanderer, to
vagabondage. Yet vagabondage means escape from slavery and the life of the road m ans
liberty."

-Isabelle Eberhardt

"[Saetal was the hardest thing for me to do on Sketches Of Spain; to play parts on the
trumpet where someone was supposed to be singing...because you've got all those Arabic
musical scales up in there, black African scales that you can hear. And they modulate and
bend and twist and snake and move around. Ifs like being in Morocco ..."

-Miles Davis, Miles; The Autobiography

Three unemployed actors
Six Professional drunks
A Carpenter
A Bike rider
A Poet
I go west to the sky
It starts to rain
drops of water on my head

"And so she sat drinking the tea, feeling that what she saw and heard around her was not
really happening, or if it were, she was not really there herself."

-Paul Bowles, The Sheltering Sky

We are all human I think
Each one tries to communicate
It is difficult in this city

"A tongue tells a thousand truths, but you always only want to hear one..."

- Mohammed Mrabet

To go beyond hello and goodbye
In Shanghai
Or Moscow
Or London
Or Amsterdam
Or Madrid
It is also difficult

Mario LaFont is a painter and a poet
Jimmy Knighton is a poker player
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A.D.
CITY POET

Seven rummies stand under an awning drinking their wine
The rain is still coming down this day in October
Out in the country the leaves are turning color now
The constellations are moving in the zodiac
There is this city too many sad beaten faces
It is good to be an optimist
But how, my lord, in Babylon does one affirm this darkne s
I shake the cobwebs from my brain
I shake the belly swollen with scotch
I shake the rain
Let the sun shine
Lefs do a dance mother
Lefs kiss the waitress
She is nineteen

Once addiction sets in
There,s no stopping it
You become a serial killer
Attacking the keyboard at will
Your mind working in shifts
Strange creatures live inside
Your head
They show no mercy
Give no ground
Forcing your fingers
To do their bidding
Writing down their thoughts
In your loose leaf notebook

her name is Camille
Tonight I push my wagon into the night sky
Like a young child
I affirm the worm
I bite the apple of dreams
and send you my friends

The city is your slaughterhouse
Like a wife it accommodates
Your moods
Doesn,t seem to mind
Your giving her a bad name

who have come in the rain to hear me
better tidings for this world
A young boy smiles at his mother
I wish him luck and love in all horizons

You walk her streets
A hungry vampire
Lapping up your own blood
On nights when word transfusions
Are not enough

1961 NYC
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JACK HIRSCHMAN

WALKING THE STREETS OF NORTH BEACH

walking the streets of north beach
hunched over
out of work
broke
sleepless for 24 hours
hobo transient poet
two years without a woman
and a cock who holds
me in contempt
hungry belly

ARISE, NEW CLASS

The class with chains around its legs
with others' leftovers at the ends of its eyes
The class rousted at dawn
stopped for an identity check on the street
arrested for resting weary bones on the ledge of a corporate building
The class threatened with being fired
or by police-state executions of its youth
working its butt off for wages that buy less and less
or out-of-work and a year later out-of-work and panhandling
homeless drifting throw;n to the street by robot profits
or chopped up into part-time gigs for minimum wage
The class censored for rapping out truths
labeled like diseases or poisons
and whitewashed all over for writing ARISE, NEW CIASS on walls.

hungry mind
walking the streets
of north beach
with only a handful
of poems
for company

I'll shout it, then: ARISE, NEW CIASS, and when the whitewash has dried
we'll scrawl it together again as well
for the women and children whose bread was yanked from their mouths
for the thousands disappeared from streets
for the young thrown against each other because value real value
is where? is when? is how?
for the books and zines and journals ground into money-fodder;
and most of all for the ones still small enough to believe
without any doubt that
on the horizon of every moment
there is the New Class arising,
we'll point to the alley in your gut, to the desperation in your eyes,
to the need for authentic transformation
that beats with every beat of your heart,
and we'll repeat: ARISE, NEW CLASS, ARISE!
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NANCY LEVANT
PAUL VIOLI

two blank walls
Argumentation
kill the magicians
that cross your path or,
content to squat beside them,
watch their iron collars and bracelets;
weakness in the presence of distance
is a hand that cannot get out of its hair
an ax laid across your knees;
the revolution of unbelieving
or anyone to share the duty.

drawn up on a chair, the arc of a pelvis
conveys an impression of peace;
you are led by the view of twins,
a yoke between them and
the quick interchange of places;
the backwardness of mirth to mockery,
the distance apart where an ax might dance.
jump up sit down and move and
split hair again with every finger;
every face splitting into grins, gods
to be, still to be swarming with ants
are coming to your senses in loud cries and
sit back down; we are bending over our hearts,
all cradles, conjoined blank to blank.
kill the cover of green, yellow and pink
for we are unforested and always back;
take the banding blue of vacancy and black
where we go among dreams; take the dark
sherry of blood, laughter's raw red that
lifts us down;
we come back on a parapet of bones and let
god's thunderbolt fall like a wing to crash .
in a valley of dreams, chopping as chattenng
teeth, manic as impressions of peace.

As Voltaire adVised, first define
crucial terms. Doing so often
obviates further disagreement...
Nanosecond: the time the cab driver
behind you waits after the light turns
green before blasting his horn.
Clockwise: When you take the time
to get out of your car, walk back
to his, and ask just what is it
you could do to help him out.
Whatever he has in mind.
Clarify any problems with language,
verbal or gestural; provide
directions, literal or
metaphorical; or in the interest
of fellowship, accept more
general inquiries on subjects
that concern or vex us all.
Propose the nature of time
itself as the perfect topic
to get things rolling again.
Suggest that the apparent crisis
become an opportunity to resolve
some of those paradoxes
that exasperate all who labor
under a life-defining urgency.
Point out that in order to cross
the intersection he must first
get half way there, and to do that
he must get half way to the half
way point, and to do that he must
get half way to the half way point
to the half way point, and so on.
So in fact he can never start.
Suggest another, perhaps
equally enlightening point
of view: If he were to try
to catch up to you, he must
first reach the spot where you
took off, and by then you
will have proceeded further,
and he'll have to reach that spot,
only to find you're still further
beyond him, etcetera, rendering
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his efforts to overtake you
-even if you're tup:ling across
Canal Street-forever futile.
Consider that any consideration
of the indivisibly finite
and the infinitely divisible
will form a vise that will crush
the very life out of him right
then and there, unless you both
deal with the proposition
that since anything-say
a measly Honda or a flaming
yellow cab that appears to be
flying across an intersection
-any object because it always
has to be occupying a space
equal to itself, can't be doing
that and moving simultaneously,
then the very idea
of motion is nullified.
Advise him that, consequently,
it makes no sense to compound
the illusion by pretending
to measure it with an arbitrary
system of numbers or colors,
these embellishments that are
supposed to remind us
there's a time to go and a time to beep,
when in truth the giver of all warmth
and consolation, the sun,
is perishing at the very moment
you speak-if there is such
a thing as a moment.
The glorious sun a mere flicker
amidst flickering worlds, explain
how the end of all his imagining
is to propel a sneaking suspicion
into a numbing certainty:
that beyond the blue afternoon sky,
beyond the darkness squeezing
the light out of puny stars,
lies a nothingness even that darkness
cannot fill, a destination
he can call transendence,
if he still thinks there was
ever anything to transcend
to begin with, driving for all
he's worth into that blazing wisp
of his own extinction, knowing
it is the light he was born for,
it is regret he honks his horn for.

On Seeing A Photograph Of Jean ~oulin

-for Rosemary Manno
I like to think of you
as an older brother,
a knight in subtle armor,
the light of the Shadow Army,
and an angel. ..
I'm looking at a photo of you
taken with your back to a wall,
Montpelier, 1939: You look relaxed
in your greatcoat of blue,
in the autumn of the year,
and your scarf of the same
or quite similar color
thrown over your left shoulder
secures the sense of coziness
we would have hoped for you
somehow somewhere
in our gratitude and profound respect. ..
You seem to lean against the wall
ever so gently, just enough to know it's there
without surrendering your whole weight to it.
For you were not a man whose circumstance
was given to total relaxation,
but rather one to whom poise was necessitated.
The absolute alertness of your being
is everywhere apparent in the composure of your stance,
and one intuits your pure capacity to act
as an unflung bolt of lightning.
One can feel that you were ever on your toes
and yet the simple grace
with which the scarf surrounds your neck
could recall a willow tree in summer,
dangling over a deserted pond.
There's some tension
in the manly features of your face
(and, in retrospect, one knows too well why)
but nothing withal that can contort them:
they form a mountain in their resolve, a face
it seems, that only eons of rain, wind and snow
could hope to diminish
as agents of some protean purpose,
untenable in mystery...

SAUER

Your nose is classic in its simple strength
Your mouth sensuous and large,
turning upward at the corners,
like the wings of a vigorous bird
pushing off and away from the earth,
about to rise above the gravity
of that particular time and place:
and there's something so sweet
in its mere promise of a smile,
someday somewhere more fully to be
that one may therein aspire to read
a legend and epic of self-restraint,
and a purpose too high to admit of complaint...
One of the lower buttons on your coat
is just at an angle to reflect
the light of heaven
that burned that day so brightly
and likely rounded the world
as per usual rather much ignored,
like so many great things
simply taken for granted...
The situation of your hat is slightly tilted,
and its brim bent down to shield your gaze,
which in preoccupation or perhaps out of modesty
is not trained directly upon the photographer.
And what eyes! What knowing eyes!
Like those of a deity seen in a vision,
radiating a grace that moves right through one
and beyond...
Would Camus have driven so fast
had he had such eyes?
Would Sartre have needed to read so much
had he had such eyes to see the world with!?!
We needn't bother consider this.
But something that we should never forget
is that a little geek by the name of Klaus Barbie
with frightened, willing, overworked eyes
was elevated to his provincial heights
by the likes of the Gestapo
for being so very hard-on-it
in defense of
the culture, the nation and the "race",
so justified thereby could with a two-by-four
determinedly work
into formless black-and-blue pulp
14

~at not so simply handsome face. In ·anger, and
Jealously, the w?rm of envy hidden deep in his guts,
mutely demandmg night after numb night
ad nauseum infinitum
"How come his duty is devoid of pride?
Why do children who don't know better
.
just go sit in his lap?
Why did God give him such a movie-star face?
.
How come his parents loved him so much?
Why was he given to appreciate poetry?
.
How come he got to paint, and love art?
How did he warrant such a loving sister?
Why doesn't he get all hot under the collar?
Why doesn't he like inspiring fear?
.
Where does he get off acting naturally
around women and children?
How come he feels at one with the clouds
·
and the fucking, stupid birds and bees?"
And for want of an answer, wants them on their knees...
Your bruised lips,
more articulate still in their devoted silence.
While the meny-go-round of tawdry conviction
echoes away in Barbie's tight little brain:
, . .
'This httle commie artiste will talk
I'm Lackey to the Lords of the Li~g Dead,
~d this little sucker is gonna name names.
I m gonna make little lover boy speak.
And tomorrow we'll see who plays the freak."
0 Jean, in the depths of the nightmare
of being human, and the shame I feel
for all I've done wrong by faithlessness,
rage, impatience, by the stiflings of love
stuck in the goo hardened
of vanity's transparent veneer, still
you come to me now gently as in a dream
and offer me a friendly glass of wine,
and inquire if I should like to see
some sketches of the country you'd done recently.
Then you ask if I'd met any cute girls while in town?
Had I realized a chance to ask for a date?
Or, was I writing any poems of late?
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DAVID CHORLTON

The Midwife Of Fuentevaqueros
On the birth ofFederico Garcia Lorca, 1898

An escaped stallion races through the yard

where an orange tree bursts
unaccountably into flame
as the midwife demands
tongs from the hearth
instead of forceps. I dreamed,
she screams, that I steal bandages
from mummies to prepare for this child.
When I unravel them
the bodies inside
awaken and similes break into life:
windows rattle like old teeth
and a wounded river writhes in its banks
as dark as the priest's shabby coat.
She wants to know
who placed that handkerchief,
black with folded wings,
on the breast pocket
of the white suit
pressed and waiting
for the baby to grow into.
How far has the dove
with the drop of blood in its beak
flown before landing
on the fountain rim?
Who polished these copper pans to shine
so bright as to show
the fissures in the land to come?
Perhaps it was the young man
who walks through Fuentevaqueros
with a bouquet of swords
professing his love
for a virgin, and announcing

16

that the child
cannot be saved; he comes
into the world for refuge
and having nowhere to conceal him
we should give him a mask
so that wherever he goes
he is hiding.
With the ancient breath
coursing in its chest
the stallion races through the Alhambra·
before turning to the fields
where workers are sharpening
their scythes.
The midwife prophesies
he will speak before he walks
and die before he marries.
She prays before a crncifix
stained with grenadine
and looks toward the clouds
floating on the Sierra Nevada
where the snow parts
for the horse to pass.
The hoofbeats
strike hardest
in mystics' ears
as they lay fasting
to induce a vision
that finally appears
with a streaming mane
and blue steam trailing from its flanks.
At the moment of birth
the midwife begins to sing
Federico to sleep
so he does not see
the years before him
and offers her blessing:
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Joshua Leonard
May you comfort gypsies in their caves
when pictures of their loved ones
slip from the walls.
May you be among the washerwomen
beside their outdoor troughs
when they are grinding sweat
with stone from their husbands' shirts.
May you brighten the calcified faces
of girls who live behind walls.
May your puppets appear
on moonlit tableaux with voices
speaking through them
from deep inside the earth
and when the time comes
may you not lie alone
in your invisible grave.

I

I
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MARC !CHALL

from LE FEU DEDANS (The Fire Within)
translations by Thomas Rain Crowe

Un tout petit enfant m' a dit :
Histoire du rat dans le fromage. Patience.
L'heure ou les yeux se revulsent, l'heure otl les chances
claquent comme des balles dans l'ombre des sentiers.
« Je

suis une foret avec quatre-vingt-dix lapins blancs
une route avec douze fleurs a douze p , tales un sentier
avec quatre limaces une prairie avec une vache et
un veau un arbre avec quatre ecureuils
mais lapins fleurs limaces ecureuils vaches et veaux sont
partis »
ce chemin ne mene jamais

a la meme fatigue

cent collines et mille cravaches ravenales et pangalanes
la trahison du printemps
tel un enfant mort
le silence entre les bras.

Quand tout devient moite- au retour d'une fati
gue-quand tout pese et ne pardonne plus.
Quand la peur durcit croute d'argile, que l'on n 'a
plus d'ongles pour gratter.
·

11 nous reste a siroter
le vieux fond de vin suri
la lie
de cette liberte putifiee
Souvenir a instaurer dans le soleil
Nous avons le TEMPS.

A very small child said to me:

History of a rat in the cheese. Patience.
The hour where the eyes are torn away, the hour when chances
slap like balls in shadows of footprints.
"I am a forest with ninety white rabbits

a road with twelve flowers with twelve petals a path
with four snails a meadow with a cow and
a calf a tree with four squirrels
but rabbits flowers snails squirrels cows and calves have
left"
this path never led to the same weariness
one hundred hills and a thousand whips ghosts and poltergeists
(the treason) of spring
such a dead child
the silence enters the arms.

When all becomes damp-returning from fatigue
when all burdens and no longer forgives.
When fear hardens the crust of clay, that
one no longer has the nails to scratch.
It remains for us to sip
the aging bottom of sour wine
the dregs
of that fermented freedom
To remember to trust in the sun
We have the TIME.
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CATHY VANCE

phoebe, paparazzi pulp:fiction and mother theresa

dimensions of a flesh and blood woman
made two-dimensional on tabloid print
Tu seras la totalite de ce que tu fus, tenement prison
nier, que les mots d'amour et de liberte ne seront plus
que vagtssements en ta bouche edentee.

Un soir peut-etre viendront-ils, l'homme de la breche,
un gosse au vilain regard ou la bille de clown, faire
apparaitre a tes yeux stupefies le ciel balafre de mar
teaux, d'usines ou de zinc en flamme r
Ce sera le miracle.

and unreal

flattened out

a life is made only worth

its celluloid image; a flick, a click
of the soul in smiles and frowns.
5 prints·of blood,
crime and unholy appetite stowed somewhere
by an Inquirer, with an "inquiring mind"
eat the raspbeny-red paparazzi pie
and the prosperous shout,

You will be tpe totality of that which you do. so much the prisoner,
that the words of love and of freedom will no more be
like whimpers in your toothless mouth.

"rise up from your dirt-black, begrudging nostalgia
of poverty to be equal and dignified!"

One night perhaps they'll come, men of the gap,
a kid's nasty look or the ball of a clown, to make
appear to their stupefied eyes the scarred sky of hammers,
mills or of flaming zinc!
That will be the miracle.

and the public shout,
"come down from your crystal chandelier of prosperity
to be equal and generous!"
all spoken from the ruins of celluloid, pulp-fiction
and mangled human flesh.
in blood-tissue-red

and gleaned white bone within the insult
of intrusion and filmy illusions;
we live vicariously through glittering dukes and dames
of fame. infamous out of self and selfless i become in you
24
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ABOUALI FF

without knowing i (like you) am a princess and saint too
owners of that singular opportunity
to live, to give, to smile, to cherish,
to feel the touch, to heal, to love,
passing through deeper sensibilities
and compassion.
Mother Theresa said,
'They are not only hungry for food,
but they are hungry for dignity too,"
and she dies with phoebe in a baby's smile

Sahara East

It was a historic day
under the wall painting
of the pyramids.
The first papyrus was sold
to a German tourist
by a man pretending
to be a scribe.
'That's fantastic,"
said the tourist unrolling his purchase
like a scholar.
"I am here," I announced
to the waiter at the coffeeshop.
"No," he answered
as he packed honey tobacco
into a bubbly bubbly.

of redemption and love-a bowl full of oats and hope
and their souls flutter skyward and away

A legendary bubble rose
through the smoky water,
disappeared into thin air.

from the reach of shutters shutting,
away from us and our pointless pulp-fictions.
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MICHAEL CASTRO
HASDAI mN SHAPRUT

"Prince of the Jews,''
in Cordoba, at the end of the first millennium,
knew the antidotes for poisonsDoctor Hasdaifound himself
in demand
by the royal & ruling familiesWho was this Jew with clout who
translated the pharmacology
saw deeply into human nature
wrote poems,
practiced healing arts &
embarked on diplomatic missions
to Baghdad & Bergundy,
to Otto Uno of Germany
for Abdl al-Rachmann?Hasdai!
A Jew with personality,
a healer, a man of knowledge
a talker, a guy
who could converse with anyone, anywhere, highborn or low
existing or even, maybe noHasdai, projected
imagination into space,
the Prince of the Jews
wrote to Joseph, King of the legendary Khazars,
somewhere out there
beyond the Empire's boundariesDid His Majesty really exist? he inquired.
What was his tribe? His Judaism like?
Did he know when the Messiah was coming?
His arrival seemed long overdue.
"O Blessed is the Lord of Israel," intoned Hasdai,
from Spain, to his desire, "who has not left us
without an independent kingdom... "
Hasdai, centered, but on the margins-emissary,
liason, connection, great tree
rooted deep in Spanish soil, but branching out,
embracing other branches, shading all
as it reaches for the heavens, spreading
the dream28

the dream of Hasdai-dream of a Jew, dream splattered & streaming
in all directions, portable dream,
bearing the home inside
the dream,
the central fire,
burning bush,
glow of ember letters, kindling,
energizing the survival, shaping
words, poems, illuminating
the sufferingthe burning Temples, charred scrolls,
acrid cinders, powdery bones,
the headaches, the glow
between the brows, the dream
of life. Transcending.
Transforming. Hasdai
the healer repairs damage,
founds schools for Jewish children,
spends his wealth buying old manuscripts
so that the Word would never be lost,
protests directly to the Bishops of Burgos
their Easter-time ritual humiliations of the Jews: God,
he reminds them, sees everything,
& never forgets; Hasdai,
the right hand man,
gathers a courtyard full of poets & philosophers
a chorus of Muslims, Christians, & Jewsto please His MajestyShapes the dream
of a golden age,
the idea of
a beautiful garden
in Spain's courtyard, one
filled with intermingling fragrances,
harmonic voices,
multi-colored flowers of every description,
a garden not in some distant land,
some distant, mythical past,
a garden here & now in Sapharad;
Hasdai planting, nurturing,
the dream seeds of Hasdai,
a cosmopolitan Jew,
a Jew who knew
29

LIONEL ZIPRIN

the antidotes for poisons,
the sweetness of the tongue, the sharing
of the soul-stuff,
a healer,
a Jew who delivered
the royal birth.
Hasdai stoops,
gathering sparks
to light the way.
*

2.
A thousand years later,
at the end of the second millennium,
I write your name, Hasdai,
I write 'Sapharad', opening its gates of mind,
living a kind of dream
that might have been yours,
beaming on my screen in letters of light,
projecting clusters of sparkling
singers, bards of evecy complexion.
A courtyard, a cafe, a dark bar, a magazine.
A living room.
Is this what it is to be a poet
a unified effort
cutting through time?
a ceremony of mending & healing?
a language so precise
it blurs all boundaries?
the more you are yourself,
the more you are not?
one mind?
a march of names?
shards of light?
Sapharad gleams at the end of the highway.

30

WHAT THIS ABACUS WAS

The priestess bit
At the throat
Of the singular hermit.
Sitting between two pillars, she said my milk
Is the milk of a virgin. I am causeless. He
Though has six points, and is much with
Knowing. Mode though he is and person
Both, I would trade little for his staff.
The empress induced
Temptation
Through judgment.
She is two-handed
And has pursed lips.
Hers also is a cypress tree and a myrtle,
A wheat ear, and pearls. He whom she would
Subsume, in his is fire. He is a trumpeter
With arms, man and not man, coffin
Unfolded upon sea or mountain.
The fool overcame
The world.
Rose in hand, he has an animate design.
At his shoulder eight points are. These reach
Down. A helper of jackals he stands at an
Abyss: so a lion keeps his eye forward. But
A man is turned toward the right. Because
The father is not male, or the mother, because
The mother is not female, a man is turned
Toward the right, but a lion keeps his eye
Forward.
The devil stood
Rich in the tower
Of strength.
He is a goat but sits as a gnarled bird does
Upon a rectangle. His face has a bead in it.
He is without boundary. There is no shelter
For excrescence. That which is, is half true . Though
Not seen, two circles overlap but do not intertwine
Above him. So, though I would purchase it, it is
A crown I would not wear, for it is a lie to be
As propitious to a major house as to a minor,
As it is a lie too, if one sees it, to converse with
31

Men, either malformed or consistent.
The fool overcame the world.
Temperance overcame death.
Indication is the success of principal:
If I am approximate I am also absurd.
So that it came
At a time I too thought me what this abacus
Was, whether it was a pole without hair these
Sevens in seven, or the covering of a yellow
Sheet effectively rescinded, a pear tree or a buffalo's
head,
And got me much laughter from the exposition, I;
For, I said, being intimate with supposition
So, is the achievement of an excellent parlance,
A unison unlikely ever to be bought
This cheaply again. Our days are short,
And knowing sequence whimsically developed
As perturbational attribution plausibly supplied
Is indeed true nicety's defining.
I thought me of one who too liked, like I liked,
Signs suspended over water, and considered
The anomaly a graduation and an uplift
Of a kind, since, ''To be exact," John Cassian said,
"Makes requisite one's own vanishing... " or
Else, derived, is eliminational or bordering
Knowledge solely; and this, for whom this means
Dialogue, is indeed a difficulty now. This is plain.
For what is forbidden becomes, if at all, through it,
The allocation merely of a forgettable accident,
And may be called circumstance, and may be called
Limitation, or ears shut, the accord of a demonstrable
Variant, one concealing power in misery, as the ant,
Or benefice in co-ordination, as the tree. It is our
Double premise, this: on its head is a rag: it is
The trick of pestilence superseded by the trick_
Of grace: it is the differentiation between
A coat striped in white and scarlet, and
I believe, a coat of one piece, in color. It is
The travesty of method, at last. We who are
Concerned with it are extensive men. It is
An oligarchic sympathy of sorts.
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For the sun
Eating at justice
Or the moon

Eating at a star
Is like a man who is a king:
He has a devotee: is like a man
Who is an emperor:
Houses swim like children
In his beard: flowers feed him
But he thistles.
Expecting what he desired,
Delusion is the capacity of his reason:
He forfeits the tail of a horse.
On Monday the lady sat in a wooden box reading
The study of dreams, saying when she rose,
"Here is a fly, spice its head and spice its tail. ..
What maxim do you get?" On Monday the lady
Sat in a wooden box, and tossing her shoes,
Point-blank decreed: "Nature is doubtlessly born
From the continual and mysterious union
Of two principles, two keys that are crossed
And two initiates."
My card split at the edge.
On Tuesday the lady sat on a copper coil reading
Commentary on divine reunion of eternal types
In time. I parted my face, spiting her. I let out
My teeth, but she said: "The fantasy of spirit
Is the expression of choice, one stone producing
One indubitable flower, the ecstatic being
Symbol of circuitry." I told her: keep your salt
To yourself. But inside.
My card was split at the center.
On Wednesday I devoured the synthetic permanence
Between us. She was of greater loveliness, far. I
Had replaced truth for figuration.
My card danced. In four
Pieces, but danced nonetheless.
On Thursday my lady grown assured, put one foot
Laughingly over a temple, declaring outright
Literature to be non-transcendental in character.
This made me kiss her. I pulled at her ears.
I turned down the coil. I kicked in the box.
I carried her headlong. I put my hands at her waist.
I agreed justice was the game of a dullard. I agreed
That under circumstances like these, one may profitably
Exchange perseverance for love. The bargain
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Soothed me. I.remembered the theory of my race.
I gave what was given. The lamb slept.
My card turned to fire.
But on Friday a perfect construction was practised.
The legend could no longer be avoided. I was read to
From the Sayings of the Fathers: "There is
In such transmutation," she whispered, "three women
Who sit, thumbs pointed at each other's hearts,
Mimicking husband and son, lover and lord.
Their garden is not a garden you know.
It is flat and is a fence."
My card made sound. I .
Wanted to sleep.
So on Sabbath there were no words to say for it.
We espoused a cause. The earth increased in its glory.
He binds his mouth
In a tissue of uniform splendor:
Synthesis decomposes the astrolabe.
He bears down coarsely:
Is like a man whose head
Is made perfect under him:
Is like a man in a sad-colored
Garment: exhilaration is expressed.
Hierophant that he is
He has exalted the south.
(Dress him in palium, Lord,
He has no hat.) Remorse
Like his remorse is not anywhere
Equal: there is an athlete in his eye:
There is a biscuit by him:
There is a consultation with trampling.
Having fed himself through an image
Of glass, bones peer at him.
His face is a cheat's: is like a man
Who has chosen honor: he makes an avqwal.

Introspection. Structure constitutes the warranted.
Turn your teeth to the cold sun. Appeal is unanswerable.
So at center much velocity is: which the 'v' of is
The vision too. For, though they establish much in
Themselves, sensations, I fear, are unduly repetitive.
Authority in them is small. They are without bowels.
They are useless as disciplinarians. Impoverished
They cannot participate in general assembly.
Prudent in matters of artistic device they
Practice the utilization of venture, a discursion
Of a risk already arbitrary, a discursion hence
No more than hesitant, however unsparing,
However to date, however relentless. This then
Is the foretaste of anything unknown,
The absurdity incarnate in the oldest of possibilities,
The verbal complex twixt human fury, human farce.
Make the integration a third, then. Our freedom
Is inclusive. Butter the glass of clusters:
Emergence informs hypothesis. There is
A seventh realm and a ninth realm; there is
A partial intuition and an idealized intuition.
There is a logical turning and one that has failed
Utterly. There is an identity and a frost, a coming
Of submission and a coming of muffled debauch.

But hinder it, hinder it, hinder it men's madness
Will. Worlds end. Perverse humor misses the passage's
Point. I am in character only when I discover
A subject worthy of concern. But bury the pit
Of virtue. Always prior to definition is a four-headed
Truth. I am conciliatory but neglected, too.
Comment is the primary decentralization. I like
What is rash. It is the penalty of excessive
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reprinted by permission ofThemistocles Hoetis, it was first published in FIBA magazine
London, 1969
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KEN WAINIO

LAST SUPPER

I have an appetite for writing
in the absence of real food . I feed on print
like a dead Pharaoh on hieroglyphics
My tomb walls the daily papers
I'm a cannibal for news
I don't stop with plane crashes. auto accidents
flood and earthquake disasters but go for ·
several different wars with a side
of murder and suicide
I slurp up Time and Newsweek and turn to the fashion page
A gourmet of sexy corpses. I eat People, New Yorkers
Cosmopolitans adults only
I hit the bookcases with chaste eye
I feast on histo:ry, biography, bedtime novels
metaphysics goes down like an aperitif
anthropology is devoured head first. bones
hairy legs and all, then religion
the more fanatical the better
after that a brief intermission
for philosophy before diving
at last into politics
propaganda galore
Ah the poet:ry. Seas of Homeric wreckage
Black Forest of Goethe. mid-life crisis of Dante
museums of Pound, bogs of Yeats, graveyard of Poe
madhouse of Lautreamont. opium of Baudelaire
absinthe of Verlaine. visiona:ry paradise
of Rimbaud. a few lakes of twilight lyricists
and an academic bowl of language soup
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I eat Black Mountain Pudding for dessert
sprinkled with choice Beats
wash it all down with
good surrealist wine
I'm not finished
I eat the sunset out of Turner's
The Arab Market in Venice
Strawber:ry blonde clouds
creme de mint canals sucked up
with orange turbans rainbow sails
Now I'm looking at two emaciated gargoyles
one tearing vigorously at some grapes
the other dry-heaving over bleak Paris
and an outdated map of the constellations
opposing hemispheres ve:ry much
like the veins of two lively testicles
I look through a pinprick in god's condom
to infinite worlds of the dictionary
though the glass which houses my protected vision
has long since collapsed into a Europeap
sort of ruin. The dream cities in the margin
are willing to gamble and compromise
The real ones go up in white light
The entire cast turns a beady eye to the deep
well of miracles. masks, make-up
wanting blood. real wine. The play
. is about the Last Supper. The Last Supper
of Histo:ry
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CID CORMAN

ROAD WARRIOR

This is the road of strangers
tracked by dangerous predators
Verlaine's face bathed in mist
slashed with Rimbaud's diamond
this is the map of cat scratches
twilight scores a set of armpits
a host of sweet and sour fireflies
in the ditch a few cans of nipples
this is the god died in childbirth
an upstairs call to his dusty mummy
cognizant of the beast's thermostat
accepts the fetus in the museum toilet
this is the transmission of scavengers
their veiled emotions obliterated
this is the voice of the tour guide
automatically installed in a dead mule

MORE LITERAL YET

1/
What world are

4/
There is no art

we to speak
for? What words

in any of this

are we to

and it breaks us up.

find beyond
those finding
us as lost?
2/
We've met

5/
Older is

better than
nothing still.

before.
Even
spoken.
Silence
finds us
knowing.
3/
Summer falls away

as if to reveal
the emptiness of
being anything
won't last. There's more to
more yet - the nothing
opening within.
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LETTER FROM JOHN BRANDI TO IRA COHEN
FOR IRA: I know your dream is the waking mudra ofEnrapturement
Once again I'm sitting in a seat beside myself in a tiny cafe along the buried sho~e of
a false sea, hot chili on a white plate, a single tortilla kept warm under the sad hd of
a little woven sombrero, Nirvana on tv over the tinseled bar, L-Orca on printed page
under a glass of wine while I usher a primitive enchilada between my remaining t eth
& grind a flaring universe of pods & seeds to a trumpeting jukebox. as in a lo~g ago
Mexican bar with lopsided dancefloor & urinals built right into the wall. Outside,
dragon-like zephyrs stir micaceous dust under the moon. Tomorrow is Valent~e·s.
but the window is still painted with FELIZ NAVIDAD. Inside, an almost alchem1c vibe
goes on between the assorted patrons here: some of cloven feet & half closed eyes.
others with spurs. obsidian cufflinks & knives tucked into their belts. The lady be
hind me taps a glass heel to the lost symbolism of her drunken monologue: His un
opened convertible inside my attached garage... etc. while the medicine man. his
muddy boots firmly planted in whirling stars blinking from the linoleum, orders two
oversized teas & drinks with the invisible. I watch surveyors unroll brittle topography
to the sound of accordions, see frost grow along the edge of the table as I look down
the green sweater of the bus girl scraping her plates-into the abyss, so attractive &
deep, there in the barest of woods where a mouth tries to speak but only wind
through the pines & a trickle of water is heard.
Here with no kiss on my lips & no difference between the eyes in the mirror & a pair
of weeping camellias. I lean over the boomerang design of the formica table & open
your Kathmandu Dreampiece. There's a photo of you riding Vishnu's mythic bird-& a
line from L-Orca in the prime of his vulnerable youth. his bow tie crooked. his fingers
skimming the sweet waters of the soul. the duende with violin & compass hovering
above a row of flaming poplars as he exclaimsAy, but death awaits me

before I ever reach Cordoba

i

The resonance of those words! The terrible politics they foretell-while simulta
neously indicating the breathtaking erotic ecstasy built into the terror of the poem's
bareback ride. Did I ever tell you about the time in the Arizona canyonlands when my
little mustang of a Navajo pony bucked me into the stars right at the entr~ce to .
Mystery Valley? You, more than any, realize from the brink of your precanous stairs
or by the click of your gold heels tapdancing across the feathered globe to the song of
tattered umbrellas along the waters of Kashi that a true journey approaches no ex
pected end but heaves & jolts to a mystic key that opens a door to an otherwise ar- ~
cane world known only to shamans or to those who have died. The sad ship of a cafe
here, the waitress whose Watchtower flutters like upraised oars under the whirling
ceiling fan. a hoodwinked cowboy adjusting the strings of his bolo tie through Italian
coral, the bus girl whose perspiration is more tantalizing than the woman's p~rfume
behind me, the man whose crystals shine from a deerskin pouch under Orion s sleep-

I
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ing light. _or the Y0 1:1ng bride who married a tree in your Kathmandu Dreampiece: all
form muhtlayered mterpenetrating dazzle in the observer's eye, or... the WAKING
~UDRA OF ENRAPrUREMENT: one that Lorca knew under the immense sky riding
his ~ony to Cordova. or Basho while listening to a horse pissing outside the wall of
the mn where he lay his transient head, or you... observing monkeys at
Swayambhunath spinning prayerwheels With the Tibetans: or at Kumari's feet (who
hauls charcoal for her father while her brother loafs at the abacus) &
d ·
· f;
,
sees an unopene Jasmine all from her hair suddenly bloom at your shoe while mynahs call
your name from a rocking houseboat moored to a giant banyan. In the remembered
dream, I see you bow once again to those primeval forces drawing you to source:

thejeweled edges
ofbrittle ice where a brownfadedflower
shines golden.
You kn~w. you can squeeze the poem from an angel's wing or climb the stairs through
a Nepali time tunnel & share a 70s fondue with a motionless kid whose eyes look like
the sound of muffled drums. So it is that I come to Write you between bites of plea
surable_ tam~les & the dark sobs of the waitress who followed a romantic star & went
crazy-just lik~ the wandering Czech in Varanasi doing spiritual atonement (he
thoug~t) by gomg from saddhu to saddhu asking them to spit in his mouth. The
world 1s full of_barbarian stalls-the orange grove holds the corpse of a priest ·
strangled by his own rosary. The orphan from Ixtlatihualpan was last seen riding into
t~_e sea on a donkey whose hide caught the light in the shape of a cross. In coral
filigree, angelfish bloom like coins along a flowered wall. In outer space, a starry nave
b~ckons u~ back t? constellations whose resonant echoes fill the eye with migrating
~i~tures-like ~e ink I once saw ~ing from the tip of your pen. haloed filigree
filling the backside of a postcard m a midwest eatery.
Yo~r words circle the fugitive hill, break from a cresting tsunami, roar over the psy
chic s~~co~tinent & bring to surface my own remembered marigold fluttering in the
he~aldic rrurror where a wanderer like me once closed the shutters & passed into
eclipse after pinching the light of the last remaining candle. With high brown arches
& sunflower pupils, how clearly she appears ...crosslegged on a ragged tatami across
from me in a high-ceilinged room in Varanasi, her green silks hoisted above these
cret fields I never once touched, one hand Writing in a school child's Hindi notebook
the other lifting a tumbler of cheap palm wine as she recalls each stroke of the oars-'
man who paddled us through the stars up the Ganges, Dasaswamedh to
Manikarnika, where dreadlocked saddhus, ash smeared & naked, crouched at the
bum~g grounds ~illing chillums with hashish, while behind them huge gushing
fountams of gushmg flames rose from the pyres-liquid ziggurats she called them
adding sparks to the Milky Way. I remember a tired mongrel digging a nest in the
8
aJ_1d near the corpse fires _to warm herself while giving birth to a litter of pups. And
Spiderboy, all deformed, who by day did backflips for the tourists, now rolled into a
moon-soaked ball sleeping tightly in an old temple alcove.
Carnelian wind, moon dropping swords over the somnolent orphan's dying shroud.

.

Everything arriving, disappearing-like bees out of & back into the hive. Everything
silent save for the occasional chuff of a steam train, the creak of a broken houseboat,
or a syncopated wheeze from a bundled head among the tattered collection of ear
cleaners and chamber maids asleep on the streets, while the beloved wanderer
scrubs her moss-green silks & hangs them to dry on the balcony-our own bodies
unbathed, still smoky with sandalwood & funerary oils from ash residue of bodies
put to their charnel destiny.
Ifs nearly 3 a.m. & the desert moon hangs like an arsenic eye in the varnished cor
ner of recall. Out the window volcanic needles rise toward zenith-one with multiple
spires thrust upward like tail feathers of a mythic bird who crashed from the Arabian
Nights head first into the sand. But mostly when I look across that wide sonnet of
space I see only silhouettes of frozen pyres. Everywhere strange beauty: black stars,
white night; the waitress crossing the linoleum through the slag of human emotions
to collect my quarters; Lorca lost in cigarette haze at the piano carving a riverbank
for his thoughts:
Why was I born among mirrors?

I want to live without seeing myself
A truck roars past hauling a tarp-covered gondola ghostlike in the dark. Radioactive
tailings? A dismantled alphabet ready to be added to the buried wands of human

folly? Somewhere a war begins, a rapist slinks from his victim, a stand-up comedian
does a rough sketch of the First Lady, while Spiderboy on the planet's otherside has
probably backflipped into statistical vapor or escaped on a camel along the Allahabad
highway to Jaisalmer through the dunes ofRajasthan, a horizon not unlike this
one-where Peyote tents hide between vermilion cliffs & the political boundaries of
Zion, Arizona, Colorado & New Mexico intersect to form the mythical eye of the ma
ternal swastika whose outer arms spin with four sacred mountains that mark the
rim of a great mandala whose transparent walls enclose the home of the Dine.

Now that the paper lantern sleeps & dawn is about to break, the waitress pulls a
shade-all the better to see within. You know well, amigo, the taste of dry light on the
tongue, the bull sharpening his horns at the gate. Wherever you are I know once
again you've crossed your magician's sleeves over the pen's script, dropping your
arms into thin air like Houdini's rope undoing itself from the mouth of a rose. Your
words, like meteorites caught in amber, uplift the buried shoreline & swing the pen
dulum to heat the blood behind my Eye.
This time the vanished comet that's powdered the heavens with an icy smile won't
circle back on the predictable ellipse but will ride its own chorus of wheeling words
through the black jazz of the universe to be seen perhaps only by those blindfolded
horses at the fence

John Brandi

photo by Ira Cohen

or from the alchemic tower
where in your golden throat, the dream circles full.
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JOHN SOLT

i held my tongue

as if it were
a ticket

*

were your splashed on panties
found underwater
your secret would be
unsecretable

Patrick Herny
declared in 1775
"Give me Liberty
or Give me Death"
and they put it
on New Hampshire
license plates
even though
he owned slaves
who would have
appreciated him
interpreting
the slogan
a bit wider
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TETSUYA TAGUCHI

KEN HAPONEK

whenever i hear the word art i reachfor my revolver

uguisu
spring 1991
do you remember
or do you forget
you
sang a song of uguisu
the voice of uguisu
was gentle
and soft
pinning her on top of the tree
i sang
sang and sang the
song of uguisu
i'm happy i'm happy
she cried
while
i sang
sang and sang
ti1 our bosom burst

Plato never saw torn photographs
of Jewish corpses stacked like firewood
or perhaps he might have given Socrates
more challenging oppositional dialogue
instead of fawning Greeks behaving
like the scrappy animated sidekick of Spike the Bulldog
prancing & begging
can we huh can we get some_bones can we Spike huh
can we
and Kant dares to write about the general satisfaction of an aesthetic being
while writing letters to wardens of jails
because the eminent philosopher was having difficulty
focusing his immense mental faculties
due to the repentful singing
of holy hymns by condemned prisoners
beneath his sacred window of contemplation
US News and World Report cannot spare a single line
of copy to mention the end of Allen Ginsberg
but devotes a half-page
to the death of Godzilla's creator
citing the cost of the new film
to be somewhere over 100 million
and making witty observations about the craft of suitmation
Mapplethorpe floats face down in flooded Cincinnati
while Magic lives to slam dunk another day
on the wings of a shaken not stirred
protease inhibitor
&AZf

highball
his wife said the grace of God saved him
It's time

for the artists to quit rejecting interpretation
to quit throwing a blanket over the audience
to quit smothering the transfer of thought
to pick up the true revolvers
to load their voices
and fire
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PAUL GRILLO

LEAVES FROM .THE SITE OF THE APPARITIONS

Blissful saints & angels call out
in wonder
from a bridge whose light seeps
like a nectar flavored with ecstasy
onto the dark shelves
of unholy cities
marked on ancient maps in funereal
saffron
Ghostly strangers who dine on their O"o/Il
loneliness
rise to our sight
shadows from all the ends of the earth
whose fugitive hoods are colored
with old jealousies
mysterious specters endowed
with certain thaumaturgic powers
seen again & again on the other side

of the glass
turning over the leaves
to reveal the glint of sunset
in aging photos
The hours of evening approach
the houses
circling round & round
until brows are dazed with fits
of madness
drumbeats & thunder
a blaze of strange horns
Winged creatures are seen
bruising
the balustrades of the Dream
dressed in the long robes of the Angel
of Melancholy
The trees have grown bare
& terrified
by tunes of shock & sympathy
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Eve:cy year one leaf less grows
on eve:cy bough
tossing its flame across the borders
into the sea
like the spark of a star in hidden waters
or a secret meeting with a phantom
amour
the weapon-sharp glint of her eyes
in our own
pitiless eyes of bluegreen
&gold
whose cruel tact holds the sun & wind
of Egyptian daguerreotypes
tempting
sacred
begging reply
Eve:tything we have loved will tire us
of life

Omar A. Gomez

I
I

I

•I

El Narrador
Sol - Hombre y Mujer
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JACK SHADOIAN

GABOR GYUKICS

REFLECTION OF THE DARK

85.
I came home
broken up
after we had
broken up.

: I
11

I put on some
Miles with
Monk,
and rolled a joint.
They weren't getting
along too well either,
but beautifully.

I'm keeping
good company,
I thought,
learning one sweet
motherfucking
wail.

There was a blue carrot on the savoy
like a fish
or the shadow of a ring
the room was full of mosquitoes
"Are you still alive?" asked Emperor Caracalla of his people
I forgot to smile
I took some steps lightly
there was dark in the streets
God closed his eyes
he looked like a jovial tiger and
his sickness spread on the earth
I don't say anything
I'm just listening to your silence
I dreamt that an elephant stole my nickname
the room darkened as well
years passed away
where they disappeared I don't know
someone knocked on the door
opened it
more darkness, and a silent scream became part of the
emptiness
surrendered stones were crying
feeling the dark I
closed my eyes,
saw a sparkle in the distance
it became smaller as I stared
I opened my eyes
closed them
open_e d them
closed them
opened them
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ADAM CLINE
ANGUS MACLISE

More poetryPERSONAL MYTHOLOGY

you are many
reasons on an endless path
of 3 dimensions
1111

11

*

her nudity prevailed
over the horizon of
perversion to rest on
sterile thoughts
&my mind
was somewhere else

So rage against the blank
-Forget it! Call down
into immensity it will do more good.
I love this only
·
because it holds everything.
Can you see it?
Sidewalks like emerald mirrors
Hermes' Tablet!
A wrathful figure fills the frame
Blaming me
I placed him in a veiy special universe
without harassment
(which is the rule in my world)
or questioning
of his nature and origin
Neither did I burden him with love
He was pleased
I went into orbit in his universe

*

it's time to come into
the rays
& warm yourself by
the fire
& burn the inside out

I II
11

I

ca. '70 NYC
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Charles Henri Ford
I

I
I

I

I
I
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surrealislll
surrealism
surrealism
alism
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CHARLES HENRI FORD

&

IRA COHEN

DISCUSS THE PASSING OF THE SURREAL BATON TO

9

e r a r cf

Y?( a

fa n

!I a

It is a cold day in December and the wind is whipping me across the face as I JXlSS the
Dakota sentry box trying not to look like a tradesman or as ifI'm [XlCking a pistoL I wave the
sentry away and make for the desk inside where the clerk calls Charles and gives him my first
name without asking and I'm alone in the elevator riding to the top floor without Lauren Bacall
or Yoko Ono. It's our second attempt at having this conversation and Charles is readyfor me. We
sit at, opposite ends ofa medium long table and periw.ps because I am late we get right down to
business. Charles is wearing a blue Indian shawl and places the palms of his hands over his
eyes in a meditative trance. The Tchelichew portraits ofCharles as a young man are still on the
wall where they were broughtfrom his sister Ruth's apartmentfor the photo session we had a
few days before. One early gray painting in 3 I 4 pro.file ofCharles wearing a headband; some
thing of the posed revolutionary about it The other showing Charles in a red shirt, his hands
across the body holding his arms in a nimbus ofgolden wheat,jields sWTounded by poppies
blowing in the wind. Ifeel we both know exactly what we are going to say although we have
never had this conversation before.
-Ira Cohen
December 11, 1989

CHARLES HENRI FDRD AS TOLD TO IRA COHEN

IRA COHEN: I thought it was very interesting that you gave that picture to Gerard for Scopo 
philia. * It somehow surprised me.
CHARLES HENRI FORD: I didn't exactly give it to him. He sort of grabbed it.

IRA: He saw it and he wanted it for the book. That was smart on his part.
CHARLES: And then he didn't give it back to me.

IRA: So you are disappointed that you're in the book with that picture?
CHARLES: No, no.. .l thought it was my usual daringness.
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all photos courtesy archives Malanga

*Scopophilia: The Love ofLooking by Gerard Malanga, with a Foreword by Robert
Creeley. Alfred van der Marek Editions, 1985.
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IRA: You come out very well. Actually you could be rather shy about that, but at least y~u .

lucked out and.. .I don't know if your dick is really that big, but it looked very tall and maJestic
and columnar.
CHARLES: 1 don't know if dicks get small with age or not, but at that time it was that big,
and it was so big that I had an explosion just because it was swelled up.
IRA: ... right after the picture was taken.
CHARLES: No, dudng the session. I was going to take om more. And uddenly psffffft and

then it all went down.
IRA: Without touching it or anything? You mean just looking at yourself in the ~or, Y0 1:1

just tum yourself on so much. Everyone knows that you love yourself and that 1s proof of ~t
(Charles laughs). So was your dick that big when you met Gerard...we have to get Gerard mto
this conversation. When you met Gerard, when and where was that?
CHARLES: Gerard was nineteen and he was a protege of Marie Menken and Willard Maas.
They were fihnmakers.
IRA: Were they poets as well?

CHARLES: I wonder if Willard was a poet...yes, I think he was, because at one point Gerard
editing a magazine connected with Wagner College where he was a stud:nt and I remem
: :a section called 'The Found-Lost Poems ofWillard Maas" which he compiled.

IRA: And was it a regular salon that they were conducting there?
CHARLES: They always had a lot of people and they always seived a lot of drinks, because
Willard was an alcoholic. And that night there was Frank O'Hara and Kenneth Koch. They
were in conversation. Bringing Andy Warhol didn't mean beans to them, but it did to Marie.
She said, "Oh Charles, you've been away ten years and you come back and you jump right in
as if you'd never been away." She immediately started wanting to kiss Andy who didn't want
to be kissed and here she was chasing him around the dining room table. Another place I
would take Andy was to poetry readings. One afternoon at one of these readings at the New
School Andy remarked that he needed somebody to help him with his silkscreening, having
just lost his assistant I said 'Well, there's a young poet here. Maybe he'll fit in. Maybe you
should speak to him." I introduced him to Gerard and it went on from there. The rest is his
tory.

IRA: Did you know Gerard as a poet at that time?
CHARLES: I must have known that he was a poet and I must have read some of his poems.
Anyway Gerard with his Italian charm could attract and make friends very easily.

IRA: You knew that Gerard had already done some silkscreening?
CHARLES: No, I didn't know that and I still don't know that...

IRA: Gerard thinks that you knew that he had silkscreening experience. So it was more
intuitive on your part to suggest that as a young artist that he would have the capacity to
learn.

IRA: Did Gerard publish you in that magazine?

CHARLES· No but a photograph of mine of Stan Brakhage did appear. Gerard was nineteen
and very shy ~ 1 remember. I met Gerard at Willard and Marie's penthouse shortly after I
came back to New York after ten years of living abroad.

CHARLES: Anybody could silkscreen. It's not all that difficult. I used to silkscreen. All you
have to do is to be shown how once and then you've got it.

IRA: There's a difference between being a silkscreener and being a really good silkscreen
artist.

IRA: Was it a party?
CHARLES: It was a party at the home ofWillard and Marie.

CHARLES: A good silkscreen artist comes with practice. But the moment you know how it's

not difficult. That's when they became employer and employee. Shortly after there was some
kind of misunderstanding on Gerard's part on whether Andy wanted to make him or not.

IRA: Where did they live-in Manhattan?

IRA: It didn't develop into a main aspect of their relationship.
CHARLES: No, no. They lived out in Brooklyn.

IRA: Then you really made quite a trip to go there.
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CHARLES: A lot of people made that trip. I remember one night I b_rought Andy Warhol with
me That was when Andy and I were constant companions and I think that ~as b~fore _he .
· h d a loft. He was still in his little Lexington Avenue townhouse and domg things m his
even
a
.
h I saw the Marilyn Monsmall living-room
there. I just sort of exploded with enthusiasm
w en
roe portraits. And I was taking him around here there an? everywhere. And one place I took
him to was the Maas-Menken penthouse in Brooklyn Heights.

CHARLES: Not that I know of. little by little Gerard just became rather indispensable be
cause he was a good worker-he was then and I suppose he still is now.

IRA: Gerard started out taking on what was ·supposed to be a summerjob and he stayed for

years working with Andy and doing all kinds of other things.

CHARLES: When Andy finally found him Andy's life became...it developed. It wasn't precon
ceived at all, because when we would go to the movies together a lot, he'd say 'Well I can do
that too." So he asked me what kind of camera to get. Gerard and I took him to Peerless and
we picked out a 16mm Bolex. So he bought it and took it home and I remember watching
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him putting the fihn into the camera. 1his was also before he moved into the large loft. So for
his first fihn he started waving the camera around the room. The more films we saw together,
the more he wanted to make his own.
IRA: All the films that Andy made himself are pretty static.

CHARLES: He wanted to do that. He wanted to make bad movies.
IRA: Last time we were talking when I made your cover for OUIWEEK. you said something

when we were discussing these Tchelichew portraits of you, you said that Andy never really
painted a face, that he was a great graphic artist, but that he really wasn't a painter.
CHARLES: He wasn't a painter.

IRA: One could see the same thing in the fihns, by the fact that he just kept his camera
stationary as in that Bloujob film that Gerard was in. Did Gerard end up getting a blowjob in

that film?
CHARLES: Who? ... No. It wasn't Gerard! It was some other protagonist.
IRA: There's a shot where the camera's on Gerard's face as I remember. It's years since I've
seen the film.
CHARLES: It's not Gerard's face. It's somebody else getting the bloajob by Willard Maas.

Gerard has nothing to do with it.
IRA: So Willard was obviously either bisexual or gay or at least he had a great interest in

young men...
CHARLES: Willard was a total faggot as far as I'm concerned.
IRA: So it's sort of Charles Laughton and Elsa Lanchester, Paul Bowles and Jane Bowles:

The Willard Maas-Marie Menken story.
CHARLES: Marie didn't need anything from Willard except the co~tant companionship that
they had. Llke you said, there are parallels all over the place.
IRA: But you didn't ever have or did you ever have an attraction to Gerard as a possible

lover?
CHARLES: At one point there was a vogue of one-night stands. Young people going around
and sleeping one night in one place and another night at another place in a cycle.
IRA: I did that also, but I didnJ always get a blowjob if I stayed over.
CHARLES: Anyway, one night after having dinner out he didn't have a place to stay and
asked if he could stay over. I went to my bed, he went to his. Nothing ever happened.
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IRA: Do you think you would have stayed friends for as long as you did if you would have

made it with him... maybe not?

CHARLES: It could have never been a relationship. It might have been a casual thing, but
we played it for comedy, that's all.
IRA: But you stayed friends for a considerable time and you went around a lot with Gerard.

CHARLES: We went to a movie every- single night on 42nd Street.
IRA: Every- single night?!

CHARLES: At one point when I was here I went out every- single night. Gerard would meet
me at the Dakota and usually we went to a 42nd Street movie, because we were interested
strictly from a technical point of view at seeing what movies could be in terms of making
films ourselves.

II

IRA: Probably we're talking a lot about the films and a lot of other things. Somewhere those
conversations will probably add some significance, like in terms of even Gerard's filmmaking

i,
I

afteiwards ... the fact that the two of you were going to movies quite often.

; I

CHARLES: No wonder Gerard wanted to make movies being around a moviemaker day and
night, so he did. Then, as you might know a lot of people at the Factory- were not enthusiastic
about Gerard or as affectionate as Andy and it was something that Gerard had to contend
with. The bonds were getting looser. And then when Andy got shot and went to the hospital,
Gerard had lots of consideration for Andy's mother and would visit with her and be like a
surrogate son while Andy was away. And Andy appreciated that, so when he got out of the
hospital Gerard was given a desk at the Union Square Factory- and that was Gerard's domain
no matter what the other people had said or thought, because Andy was grateful.

IRA: Whatever reasons people could have whether they were competitive or based on some
other feelings I guess it was just simply because Gerard was in fact in a position of power-
you know how often he has been referred to as the Prime Minister or the Grand Vizier. Since
besides the silkscreening he was also a poet and a photographer, he then could be many
different things. He was also involved as a performer and in filmmaking as well, which made
hnn a valuable advisor.

CHARLES: He was also a catalyst because Andy never really outlived his shyness. And
Gerard brought a lot of people to the Factory-. A lot of these people worked in the films. So
Gerard enjoyed his work. He enjoyed being in the films and being Andy's righthand man in
the Factory and he played a part in the histoiy of the Factory.
IRA: But he was also there when Interview was started. Didn't he play an important role in
the beginning?

CHARLES: He was the editor until he put bis picture full-page with Michel Auder. Suddenly
Andy opened up Interoiew one day and saw a full-page of Gerard and a full-page of Michel in
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an article with the caption "1\vo Young·Filmmakers." So there was an immediate expulsion of
Gerard and his co-editor Teny Ork. Andy always gave a lot of rope to a lot of people and then
he sort of pulled it in.
IRA: I ·n~er really thought of Andy as being really interested in the underground, whereas
Gerard was a real member of the underground himself. Andy probably knew about the
underground basically through Gerard and other people like him who came to the Factory.
CHARLES: Gerard was enjoying it all. At the moment when he was sort of at his height
Gerard had the illusion that he was somewhere he really wasn't, on the crest of a wave. So

one day he said to me, "Oh I never thought I'd be where I am today." I said, "Gerard, where
are you? You're nowhere."
IRA: Do you think that's because his association with Warhol has actually worked against
him in some way?
CHARLES: I must have thought it was ephemeral and of the moment.

That's the way it turned out to be.
IRA: There's two ways oflooking at it One is that Gerard has had more recognition and
fame as a result of his Warhol connection, or on the other hand that Gerard has been taken
less seriously because of the Warhol trip.
CHARLES: I think that Gerard is able to stand on his own through his own work and doesn't

need the Andy Warhol reference. It's just past history and I don't think it bolsters anything.
IRA: It's good for selling archival photographs and Gerard can always supply them and does
all the time.

CHARLES: Where are they?
IRA: Let's say Stem calls him up and says they want pictures from the Factory. He has an
archive. Some are his photos and others are photos that he has preserved that were taken at
the Factory. He's kept things. As a matter of fact, since I'm talking to you, and I know you're
archivally conscious, I realize that Gerard also has more sense of himself being an archivist
than ahnost anyone I know.

CHARLES: He told me once that I'm the one that made him archive-conscious.
CHARLES: You know why Interview was started?
IRA: That's what I was coming to. You've been a catalyst for years and somehow you're now
characterizing Gerard as a catalyst, which is maybe natural to him as well. I don't know that
that's a thing you learn from somebody.

CHARLES: You can't make a silk purse out of a saw's ear. You are what you are no matter
how it comes out or why or who brings it out.

IRA: No, I don't really.
CHARLES: Andy wanted to get press passes to the New York Film Festival, but he had no
credentials, so he started this rag.

IRA: I seem to recall seeing a few early issues and they were pretty simple.
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IRA: Would Interoiew have ever really happened without Gerard there? It seems to me he's
the only person who could have been the one to make it happen.

CHARLES: They all must be falling apart by now, they were printed on the cheapest paper.

I
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IRA: It was more like an undergrouna newspaper.

CHARLES: So that went on and it just grew. The golden Midas touch that Andy had...that
everything he touched turned to gold, so that is something magical.
IRA: Actually it would be nice to think that all the people involved in the Warhol scene also

got turned to gold (laughs) or turned on to gold. But Andy seemed to have a different effect on
them, which in spite of all the attention, caused them to be victimized in the end...drained
and discarded.
CHARLES: Gerard was the exception because he had talents on his own. He was thinking to
give the credit to Andy-and that's probably why I said, 'Well you're nowhere," because the
Andy bubble would burst as far as Gerard was concerned. If Gerard hadn't had more on the
ball than just being one of Andy's acolytes, he would have been out Instead he was still in.
IRA: Yes, Gerard actually has always had his own agenda. Even Gerard-when I asked him

how come he didn't have a big collection of these silkscreens-he said 'Well, I never thought
like that I was very young. I was veiy innocent." If he had a few of these silkscreen paintings
which he made for Andy which are now selling for such enormous prices, if he had kept one
proof of everything that he had done he would be a millionaire.

I
I

I

CHARLES: Nobody thought they would be worth that
IRA: Too bad he wasn't archivally conscious enough at that point, otherwise we could all be

going to Gerard's summer house for the weekend.
CHARLES: That's the one that got away.
I:

ii

IRA: But he got paid fifty dollars a week. Maybe at the beginning for a young student that
seemed reasonable enough. As it was, it was a small salaiy.

,

CHARLES: He got a dollar twenty-five an hour. Cocteau wrote a preface for my first Paris
exhibition in which he said "Charles Henri Ford is the page on whom my mantle will fall." So
if I look around for anybody, maybe I can say that someday my mantle will have fallen on
Gerard.

I

IRA: You are saying that.

CHARLES: Yes, because of his multi-faceted creativity and because usually people are stuck

in one thing and Gerard isn't...just as Cocteau is an ideal of the multimedia genius unequaled
in modern times. Just name one genre and he's done it.
IRA: I've always loved Cocteau. Seeing at sixteen all those movies at the Thalia made an
indelible impression on me, especially as you know the pictures I made for five years in mylar

mirrors. Where do you think Gerard is going to go from here?
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CHARLES: Gerard has always kept his nose above water and he still has all his vitality. His
career is in front of him.
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ALLEN HIBBARD

Abu Naim and the Beggar
Every morning on the way to his shop in the old city, as he walked along the
northern wall of the Citadel, Abu Nairn passed by a woman beggar, seated on the
stone curb, a child in her lap, holding out her hand and imploring, "In the name of
God, remember the poor." The woman always wore a gray, ankle-length raincoat
beneath which protruded a pair of battered Adidas. Her head was covered with a
scarf. He had passed her so frequently that he had begun to view her as being as
much a part of things as the old, thick-trunked eucalyptus which had resided there
for centuries. And he felt as responsible for the beggar's life as he did for that of the
old eucalyptus. He had done nothing to aid either life to this point, and each would
doubtless survive without his help.
One day, however, Abu Nairn had a change of heart. Perhaps he remembered the
duties of his faith, as he anticipated the beginning of Ramadan. Perhaps, after the
recent, sudden death of his son, he felt more strongly the connection between mother
and child. Whatever the reason, one sunny winter day as Abu Naim passed by the
beggar, he decided to hand her everything he had in his right pocket. That would be
about one hundred and sixty five pounds, he quickly calculated. A generous dona
tion, he judged. As he quietly placed the money in the hand of the beggar, a wave of
satisfaction swept over him. The woman's eyes lit up suddenly and she half rose,
grasping her child in her arms, to bestow blessings upon him for his kindness. Abu
Nairn glanced at the woman, noticed a real beauty in her eyes, and wondered why he
had not seen this before now. Perhaps in guilt he had averted his eyes.
Abu Naim's gesture of good will had consequences he had not anticipated. Now,
every day as he passed by the woman, she would plead to him more strongly, speak
ing to him almost personally, asking him how he could abandon her, telling him how
she and her son needed food, and so on. Her demanding alms annoyed Abu Nairn. It
was one thing to give freely; it was another to feel coerced. For several days he walked
past her, giving nothing and saying nothing. But finally he gave in to her persistent
pleadings, responding with a traditional Damascene proverb: "If your friend is honey,
don't lick him all up!" The words surprised the woman, though she had no doubt
heard them before. "But you have barely given me a drop!" she responded, and he
walked on to his shop.
As he went about his daily work, Abu Nairn found himself thinking more and
more about this woman, and how he should deal with her. He would be replenishing
his inventory, dusting, or helping a customer when involuntarily she would come to
his mind. How had this happened, he wondered. How had this woman whom he had
paid no attention to a week ago so deeply invaded his consciousness? In thinking
about her during idle moments, he determined that he had a responsibility to this
woman, but that he must not simply give her money. That would do nothing to help
her condition in the long run. Rather, he decided to give her some word of advice
each day as he passed.
Each day, then, as he rode the microbus from his home in Tijara to the entrance
of the old city, he not only went through in his mind the various things he had to do
that day, but also thought of what he would say to the beggar. This new dimension of
mental activity added spark to his life which had slid into a dark, consuming hole
since the death of his son.
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"Spend what is in your pocket; the exciting unknown will come!" This is what he
said to the woman the first day.
"Put something in my pocket to spend, sir, and I will spend it!" the woman clev
erly replied.
The next day he came up with a saying meant to draw attention to the natural
condition of living within constraints. "Throughout its lifetime, the tree never reached
its god," he said to the woman as he passed. It was a nice saying, he thought,
pleased with himself.
As he worked he accumulated a reservoir of sayings from which he planned to
draw in the coming week:
"What is written on the forehead, the eye will see."
"The monkey is a gazelle in her mother's eyes."
"He goes to the lake and returns thirsty."
"Luck can split a stone."
"Beggar, and he makes demands!"
But Abu Nairn did not have a chance to use all these. The next day, upon saying to
her, "What is written on the forehead, the eye will see," the woman responded with
annoyance:
"Why do you do this? All you give me are empty words. I cannot feed myself or my
son on words! Does this make you feel good? Does it make you feel that you are doing
something for me? Look at met How do you think your words can change me?!"
He stood, impressed by her argument. She was right. He was doing this to make
himself feel good as much as to give her any genuine help. He looked at the baby.
"How old is your child?" he asked.
"Almost one year old," she replied.
"A boy or girl?" he asked, for he could not determine the sex of the baby by its
dress and aspect.
"A boy."
He thought of his own son. He had just begun to become acquainted with his
personality, and develop dreams for him when he had died suddenly, inexplicably,
without seeing the passage of one year.
"And what is his name?"
"Nairn."
"Nairn?" Abu Nairn exclaimed, stunned. "No. No. It can't be! Don't kid me." But
the woman's expression was completely serious. ''That was the name of my son. He
died suddenly a month or so ago."
This time it was the woman's turn to express her sympathy with the merchant.
'Tm very sorry. I know what it must mean to lose a son." She clutched Nairn closer to
her breast. "I don't know what I'd do if anything ever happened to my Nairn."
Abu Nairn pulled out a hundred pound note and discreetly placed it on Naim's
stomach, then continued toward his shop.
The next day as Abu Nairn approached the woman beside the eucalyptus tree, the
heavy old stones of the Citadel behind her, she seemed to be waiting for him.
"Kind sir! Abu Nairn! For Nairn! For your son's sake."
He could not pass this by, especially since yesterday's conversation had created a
connection he couldn't very well deny.
"You are a strong woman. Why do you not work?"
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"Look at me. An unmarried mother with a child! I disgraced my family ... They
sent me from the house and told me never to come back ... Who would give me a
job?"
. 'Tm su~e you ~oul~ find something," Abu Nairn said, not wholly believing what he
said, but smcere m this desire to encourage her.
"And you, sir. Might you have a place for me?"
He paused, uncomfortably. She had put him on the spot, challenged him to act
upon his principles.
"Well," he began. "My shop is small, and I don't know that I really need any one."
It was true. His shop in the souk was but a cubbyhole stuffed with all kinds of items
of clothing, from undexwear to shoes to scarves. To make this more credible he began
to describe what kind of work he did.
.
"But you could surely use someone to run errands, to bring merchandise or make
deliveries, or bring you food at lunch." This job was normally relegated to a young
b?Y· In fact, Abu Nairn had one working for him now, but the boy had been getting on
his nerves and made many mistakes. He would be glad to let him go.
"But it is hard work," Abu Nairn responded, becoming softer.
"I am strong. I can handle it. Every day I walk clear from Mokhayyam to here,
with my son."
"But how do I know I can trust you?" Abu Nairn asked.
The woman thought for a moment, then replied, "I will leave my son with you
every time I leave the shop."
That was enough to persuade him. "O.K. We'll try it out. If it works, fine. If not, it
is over...Agreed?"
"Agreed."
''Then tomorrow when I pass we go on together to my shop."
What a strange turn of events, Abu Nairn thought repeatedly throughout the day.
He could not believe he had done this, and even began, shortly, to regret his decision.
It did not seem wholly his own. Circumstances had somehow forced him into the
situation.
The next day the woman rather awkwardly accompanied him to his shop. There
was really no room for her in the shop, so she camped on the curb outside the shop,
very much as she had when she was begging. All of the neighboring shopkeepers
quietly but unmistakably registered their disapproval. What was Abu Nairn doing
adopting this beggar? No good would come of it. This woman might cause mischief.
Her presence would likely hurt business. What was going on? Was Abu Nairn infatu
ated with this woman? She was very pretty, they noticed, a bit enviously.
At first the missions Abu Nairn designed for the beggar were simple-fetching
lunch at the kebab shop not far away, getting change for a five lira bill, finding a new
light bulb when one went out. As she proved herself trustworthy, however, Abu Nairn
made greater use of her, giving her the addresses of wholesalers quite a ways away,
with lists of goods to bring to the shop, and payment for them. Each time she went
on a mission, she left Nairn, and Abu Nairn began to get better acquainted with the
child, his cooings, his bright smile, the intricate movements of his tiny hands. This
new activity in fact gave him such pleasure that he looked forward to his times alone
With the child.
This new refreshing, wholly unexpected pattern of life continued for a month or
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so. It went so smoothly, in fact, that the neighboring shopkeepers began to soften
their reproachful attitudes. During this time Abu Nairn heard the beggar, whose
name he finally learned was Manal, tell stories about her past life, her childhood in a
small village near Homs. There she had fallen in love with a young man and gotten
pregnant. That one act of passion had changed her life completely. She couldn't go
back. "I don't know what to do!" she kept lamenting and thanking Abu Nairn for the
chance he had given her. "I lmew, by God, that I was never destined to be a beggar all
my life."
The new arrangement, apparently satisfying to both, continued until one day Abu
Naim gave Manal several thousand pounds and the address of a shop near the street
called Straight where she was to pick up a carton of men's abiyas. Abu Nairn had
grown to trust the woman completely, and did not begin to worry until she had been
gone for more than two hours. Then, when she did not return, he began to wonder
what could be keeping her, and started trying to decide what to do. After three hours
had passed, he determined he would call the merchant to see if she had arrived. He
asked his neighbor to look after his shop while he went to the nearest shop with a
phone. They had not seen her. Thus, he wondered if she had come to any harm, or if
she had simply chosen to bolt. Meantime, he held Nairn close to him, rocking him,
cooing back to his sweet indecipherable babblings, and playing with his fingers.
That night, for the first time, when his mother had failed to return, Abu Nairn took
the boy home.
"What on earth do you have there!" his wife exclaimed, completely surprised, for
he had told her nothing of his relationship with the beggar woman.
"His name is Naim," he said simply, then relayed the story of how the boy had
come into his hands. His wife, as he had suspected, after the shock, eagerly re
adopted her maternal role, which had so unnaturally and cruelly been deprived from
her. "Nairn!" she said lovingly as she took the boy from him, held him up in the air,
and smiled with delight.
For days and weeks Abu Nairn waited for the return of the boy's mother. He made
inquiries all around the souk, and spoke with the police, but no one had seen the
woman. She seemed simply to have disappeared...to God knows where. With the
passage of time Abu Nairn grew used to the new state of things. This had been what
the woman had intended, he concluded. She was now free to go off and start her life
again. He, meanwhile, was once again the father of Nairn. A saying he had once
passed on to the beggar returned to him:
"What is written on the forehead, the eye will see."

I
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IRA COHEN

''Hemp, Hemp, Hoorayl No ship could sail without it"
From JamesJoyce to Francois Rabelais
It was in 1961 after a year of graduate school at Columbia that I decided to leave New York City and
caught a Yugoslavian frejghter for 90 dollars oound for Casablanca with thoughts of Morocco based on
old movies and the writings of Paul Bowles and William Burroughs. I set sail dreaming of finding the
magic lamp with which I would open the door of my life to come.

Arriving in Casablanca, th first thing I saw was a pyramid of packing crates on the docks and on the very
top of th was a Moroccan squatting on the rim of a toilet silhouetted against the North African sky. I
spent my first night in the deserted streets of the Medina until dawn, scarcely meeting a single person
except for occasional hooded figures sitting in dootways--whom eventually I came to know as the Guard
ians of the Night The next day I heard that an American soldier had been killed and castrated that rught
not far from where I was walking. Probably someone looking for trouble, I thought, but still I heaved a sigh
of relief.
When I arrived in Tangier I headed for the Socco Chico where I sat at one of the many cafe tables which
filled the little square & as I sipped my first mint tea, I had the uncanny feeling that I had been there before.
It was as if I walked into a familiar dream called Deja Vu. Suddenly I realized that this was the set of
Tennessee Williams' play, Camino Real, which I had seen in New York when it opened the previous year.
The stage set of the play was obviously based on the Socco Chico. I had entered by the American stairs
which faced the sea, the doorway in Tennessee's play which led to a mysterious world from which no one
who left ever returned-or so I remembered. The Socco was one of those magical places where every
person seemed an archetype and indeed Tennessee's play was filled with such characters as the American
Kilroy whose name was scribbled on anonymous walls everywhere in those post-war years proclaiming
"Kilroy was here." Played by Eli Wallach, Kilroy was described as having a heart of gold as big as the head
of a baby-Other characters included Lord Byron, the Baron Charlus from Proust's Remembrance of
Things Past, Don Quixote &The Old Gypsy fortune teller who sold her daughter anew each day as a
virgin.
I got a room in the Carlton Hotel just off the Socco Chico for about 60 cents a njght, one of the many
hotels I stayed in before I found my first house in the Casbah. I put my bag ~wn in Room Number Seven,
but after a few hours exploring the kif cafes, I returned to find that my room had completely disappeared
from the hotel. '°There is no room number seven...," the desk clerk insisted & I thought I was in one of
those weird movies until I realized I had walked into another hotel just down the street from the Carlton.
Within a few days I was to encounter William Burroughs sitting in the Socco having his shoes shined and
so I entered Interzone where I was to spend most of the next four years becoming my own character in the
revolving dream machine of a Tangier fantasy not even Scheherazade could have imagined. Tangier was a
very mysterious place in those days-a cinematic minefield loaded with the greatest character actors in
the world and eventually I got to meet them all in the Socco Chico, the Cafe de Paris on the Boulevard near
the Hotel Minzah, or the Parade Bar where Mugwumps drank cocktails through alabaster straws in
Naked Lunch. Spies, smugglers, remittance men, hustlers of every stripe, international queens, beatniks &
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belly dancers, Macy Rogers (the daughter of the great American humorist Will Rogers), Eugenia Bankhead
(Tallulah's sister), dukes & duchesses as well as circus freaks and acrobats. And then the Moroccans
themselves whom I lived among, a cast of natural oom storytellers who were larger than life, remarkable
Jrople fX)SSesSOO of more magic than anyone else I have ever met anywhere. And above it all we sat in the
Medina at AW lk.ader's Cafe puffing on our kif pipes looking down on the Palace of Barbara Hutton the
sad Woolworth heiress who was occasionally to be seen carried in or out in the arms of her chauffe~. Did
I sometimes think I was Pepe Le Moko and that I would always be okay as long as I remained in the
Casbah? You bet your SWi t life I did I had it all, the three wishes, the dance of the seven Vi ils, and the
m ting with the old man of the mountain. Andy tin time I did leave and ventually made my way to
Shangri-La where I could have lived forever, but that's anoth r story.
Let it suffice to say that I arrived in Tangier with a copy of Naked Lunch in my back pocket & that although
I never followed up on Burroughs' invitation after our first meeting, I did meet him again when I followed
the sound of a phantom typewriter }'.X)unding away through the rtight at the CIM Hotel in Marrakesh,
though it was not until I met him in Paris that we finally got to know each other through Brion Gysin who
first turned me on to the cut up technique. It was Brion whom I met at the Beat Hotel on the Rue Git le
Coeur who played me tapes of the Jilala & the Master Musicians of Joujouka as well as other tapes re
corded by Paul Bowles for the Smithsonian Institute. Although I was later to meet Paul by accident walking
through the Place Djem.aa el Fna in Marrakesh, it was the enthusiasm of Brion & Harold Norse whom I
' of the
had already met in Tangier, which led to my putting together the magazine Gnaoua after the name
Islamic brotherhood whose patron saint was Sidi Bilal, the black muezzin of Mohammed. It featured
several texts by William from The Nova Mob as well as Brion's now famous Pipes ofPan aoout the music
& rites of Joujouka & Harold's great sexy cut up which I named Sniffing Keyholes. It was a live encounter
with the exorcistic music of the Gnaoua which inspired me to do this magazine which also included a
}'.X)rtfolio entitled Superstars ofCinema.roe byJack Smith whose unique images were influenced in New
York by old Maria Montez movies. I was at that time living in Dar Baroud in a Moroccan house filled with
tiles & stained glass windows, a kaleidoscopic environment which I shared with Rosalind, Irving Rosenthal
& Marc Schleifer who later became the NBC Bureau Chief for the Middle Fast in Cairo and changed his
name to Suleiman Ben Abdullah Schleifer. Irving had edited some of the most important literary maga
zines of the time-the seminal Zen issue of The Chicago Reviewas well as Big Table which featured the
first publications from Naked Lunch, Kerouac's Old Angel Midnight & Gregory Corso's big poems, Power
& Anny. Irving was just completing his oook, Shee~r, which I was reading in daily installments and
selections appeared in Gnaoua along with JX)etnS by Marc Schleifer & Philip lamantia as well as Michael
McClure's shamanic Beast Poems. Tatiana's Rock ofFctoplasm From Thunder Island, Stuart Gordon's Crab
Hermits Develop Language: Shall It Freely Be?, and Irving's translation from the Spanish of the stories of
Mohammed Ben Abdullah Yussufi, a Moroccan shoeshine boy who was beaten to death by the police,
were other contributions along with the special cut up pho~ of Ian Sommerville, mathematician &
Dream Machine theoretician, complete with directions on how to make your own photo grids & George
Andrews' brilliant translation of Alfred Jany's The OtherAlcestis. This magazine is now a prized collector's
item & was the first thing I ever did. How lucky I was to learn the ropes from Irving & Marc Schleifer who
had started Kulchur Press in New York before he came to Morocco. Irving & Marc had ooth appeared in
Jack Smith's I1aming Creatures, a masterpiece of the New American Cinema. In the end I went to Belgium
where Gnaoua was printed and everyone thought it was the best magazine that they were ever in. That
was 1964.
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After the issue came out, Targuisti, who was an old friend of Brion's going back to the days of Brion's
legendary chili, The Thousand and One Nights, decided to spend the rainy season visiting me every day to
pass the time and we began to plan an evening with the Jilala, another of the religious brotherhoods of
Morocco, to celebrate Brion's return sometime around 1965. It was then we began inviting the Jilala as I
had once invited the Gnaoua to my house to perform their trance rituals for small groups of friends which
included on occasion the surrealist poet, Edouard Roditi, who told stories of his encounters with Federico
Garcia I..orca or Hart Crane, Susan Sontag who arrived form New York to visit Paul and Jane Bowles,
Alfred Chester who dropped in early one day when Targuisti was skinning a sheep before a night of trance
music. Alfred panicked and left in a hurry convinced that he himself would become a sacrificial victim.
Alfred, who was one of my best friends, came to a tragic end committing suicide some years later in
Jerusalem after writing his best oook The Exquisite Corpse. M'sikseff came in his gold turban to make mint
tea and to supervise the preparation of the food And of course Paul & Brion ooth came and made record
ings which I issued on my own label Trance Records. When I returned to New York after four years in
Morocco I remember encountering Angus MacLlse at the Cinematheque on 42nd street where he was
performing his Dream WeaJX)n Rituals with John Cale playing viola and how they fes!X)nded to the music
of the Jilala. Brion always said that it was the Jilala who played his music, the music that made his serpent
rise. And so it was for me as well. The last night I spent in Morocco, Fara.to the fire eater drank a kettle of
roiling water as the women ululated wildly and I finally danced with them giving myself completely to the
music of Sidi AbdelkaderJilani.
Now as I write these words, the music of the Jilala & the Gnaoua as well as the music of Joujouka, have
become well known all over Europe and America, and it is not unusual to find groups of these Morcx.um
musicians in all the music capitals of the world Thirty years later, I find myself reading poetry and per
forming in New York City at The Cooler with Hassan Hakmoun playing gimbri and showing him a rare
oopy of Gnaoua with the English translation of a song about how the Gnaoua were brought to Morocco
from the Sahara by the Larobia in camel b~ and how they were anointed in the name of the Prophet
with jasmine & orange blossoms. When I sent copies of Gnaoua to Allen Ginsbe~ who had also contrib
uted to the issue while he was in India, he sent one to Bob Dylan and you can see on the cover of Bringing
It All Back Home his copy of the magazine sitting on the center of the mantelpiece.*

It was then that Mel Clay, J'X)et-playwright & actor with the Living Theatre, came to me with texts he had
been working on for some months while living in the Casbah. I suggested that he nught find it interesting
to apply the cut up method and so we embarked on a great adventure cutting up our work together and

created a piece called 'Jhe Majoon Traveler. We applied a technique I called ''the sieve;' cutting rectangu
lar slits on different sheets of paper & passing them over the texts. The idea was to sieve words as one might
''looking back at you with scorpion eyes & coiled serpent smile. Astonishingly enough I realized that it resembled
William Burroughs, right down to the cantharides beetle on his nose.
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sieve kif to collect the fine powder from which the best hash could be made. It was in that way that I made
Tangier Telegram from the lWajoon 'Iraveler as well as Cafa.
It was soon after that I discussed with Geo~ Andrews the idea of making a lx,ok aoout cannabis. I wrote
The GobletofDreams to be included in The Book of Grass published by Peter Owens' Vision Press in
London and co-edited by my long time friend and Dutch translator, the µ,et Simon Vtnkenoog. As it
turned out it wasn't used so I sent it through Alfred Chester's agent to PlayJx,y Magazine where it was
printed in April 1966 in an issue which also featured Ian Fleming & Vladimir Naookov, my former profes
sor at C.Omell. When the legal department at Playfuydecided not to include a recipe for majoon, I ended
up bringing out The Hashish Cooldxx,kunder the name Panama Rose which l;ecam an underground
bestseller.

in Tetuan, not far from Tangier. Three, when I asked Paul to write an Akashic melody-he asked me to tell

him the meaning of the word Akashic. I began by saying it is from the Sanskrit Akash, towards the shining,
a manifestation, etheric, sky speech, the subliminal cassette...He said, "O, you mean Goo's Home Movies."
And there you have it With special thanks to Ahmed Yacoubi, Mohammed Hamri, & all the rest of the big
Moroccan Band plus Rosalind.

June, 1997
Avenue Chaz.al, Brussels

Before I left Tangier and returned to New York where I started the Universal Mutant Repertory Company
and began to make mylar photographs, I came as I often did, to see Paul after midnight at his apartment in
Camµ,amor--throwing pebbles at his window (there were no telephones) and it was in these last visits
that I discovered a group of unpublished ix:,ems Paul had written in the late 30's and early 40's in Mexico.
These ix:,ems were published in a ~ e called The Great Societywhich I co-edited with a young
American µ,et, Robert Richldn. I thought of the Jilala record as a second issue of Gnaoua and The Great
Societywas a Heddaoua publication This is5ue also included the first published story of Mohammed
M'raret called The Blood Drinker. It was M'rabet who said to me in 1986 when I returned to Tangier,
"Once we were.young, now we are old, soon we won't exist, it is so perfect"
It was during those last pebbled nights in Tangier visiting Paul that I decided to tape our last conversations.
When I had the tape transcribed I took a pair of ~rs and cut it into strips, putting all the parts which I
liked into an envelope. Somehow this envelope ended up in the Columbia University Library where it was
found by Gina Caponi who was writing a h:x:,k aoout Paul Bowles. She put the conversation back together
and printed it in a lx>ok & now it is in French thanks to Philippe Franck and Didier Devillez.

After many years in Nepal and India I went back to Tangier in 1986 & in 1990. In '86, I wrote From the
Moroccan journal the day after my return. I woke up in my hotel room thinking it was already five in the
afternoon and rushed out to the Soc.co, realizing when I got there that it was actually five o'clock in the
morning. It was then that I ~ to write in my journal trying to remember everything. It was also on that
trip that I made a video which I called The Goblet ofDreams shot mostly in !v1arrakesh in the Djemaa El
Fna.
In 1990, I wrote Minbad Sinbad at cafe tables all over Tangier. When I asked someone who was interrupt
ing me how to say ''later," he told me it was "minbad," so I said to him, "O.K Minbad, Sinbad." And so the
title. "This is not couscous in a can," according to Rubio, the wheelchair philosopher of the Socco Chico
who lost his legs to gangrene. Now in his forties, I remember him as a cocky kid of fourteen when he hung

out with Wtllirun Burroughs & wore a natty suit, bright as a copper penny. I could say a lot more but I
want to go out into the streets of Brussels before the light changes. In conclusion, I want to say three things.
According to a footnote in Dante's Purgatorio- ''When it is noon in ~tory, it is dusk in Morocco on
the Atlantic." Two, in a short story by Jorge Luis Borges I once read that the exit from the underworld was
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LETTER TYPED BY HAROLD NORSE, ANNOTATED BY BRION GYSIN AND SENT
TO IRA COHEN

What can you do about reproductions? like those in THE EXTERMINATOR (simple black &
white); & what about color for cover? Harold's poem will look like this in cut-up title:
PARAPOEM FROM ME/

18.111.63

Dear Ira, Went up to pow-wow with Brion about magazine & we came up with questions &
answers in no particular order so I pres nt it that way.
What do I, Ros nthal & M. Schleifer think about distribution & c nsorship. If dirty
pieces are banned how will you get them defended in States & U.K? Think & ask th se cats
about porno--would the mag be buried or become cause celebre? If you put all your best
material in first issue there's no doubt you'll hit the headlines. Brion is going to see Bill in
London next week where he'll get more stuff from Bill & from Ian, who could do his cut-up
pictures of contributors (Bill, Brion, Harold, etc) for the mag. Think of tremendous publicity
value of putting across something really new with first issue, like Cut-up movement with
material by poets, prose writers, painters, & sculptors (sending you photos of Takis' work with
pieces by Brion & Bill on this in the folder) & scientists (Ian). GENAOUA (you seem to have
chosen the Spanish spelling) as a title is hard to pronounce, it's the name of a specific sect-
it's the heavy black mammy deal drummed into people for ages-a habit--cut out the old
habit is the message of cut-ups-free us from words & images that condition us-So Brion got
out his whole library of books in our search for new title. We consulted the following books:
La Sorcellerie du Maroc; The Valleys of the Assassins; South African Explorers; West African
Explorers (in two volumes); The Legacy of Islam (Oxford Press); The Oxford Companion To
Classical Literature; The Koran; The Old Man Of The Mountain; The Calif Hakim. Then, to be
quite honest, we poured all these volumes thru Harold's eye in a twinkling. The title produced
itself: AM HERE...Then I said: AM HERE. Which is what the whole thing is about. All right.
BRION THEN VISUALIZES THE COVER HE WILL MAKE...
AMHERENO. 1

I
/TRO
as he will fold-in original fold-in to get new one.....
If you have no financial problem in getting the mag started, & distributed, we're already
swinging & stoned on the idea as a reality & will work with you to get gassiest first number
ever eenl Do write & tell us what you think, you can see that we thought about this letter. Also
sending two pages of a brand-new cut-up sculpture-picture by David Budd which can be a
make-it-yourself-out-of-two-pages. On these are to be "Words by Wm. Burroughs & Brion
Gysin" to be shown in London in October.
Have spoken to Takis & he's willing to give some new drawings which could be pro
duced in black & white instead of poor & expensive (to you down there) photo cliches.
B.G.

H.N.

off to London tomorrow March 24 Back in a week & will then send you a whole packet of mss.
drawings etc.

with GENAOUA PORTFOLIO
He will give you Genaoua drawirigs & Cover as cut up:
AM HERE
HAVING WONDER
FULL TIME
WISH YOU WERE
with little Moroccan dancing beansprout people saying AM HERE AM HERE AM HERE...Harold
will also give you cut-up fold-in of poem from METRO solving that problem. So after cutting
out the title AM HERE from words floating in Space we knew that if we thought for a minute
we had to sell this to you we'd drop itT Brion will also give Basic Statement of Cut-ups & is
preparing a scientific article in conjunction with Ian of Flicker, Magnetism & Transduction.
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HAKIM BEY

JOHNNY DOLPHIN ALLEN

MOORISH
MAIL-ORDER
MYSTICISM

Tangier Recollections 1963-1964
The warm comfort of jelaba, hood down to carry back tangerines, flat bread and dates to my
pad in a five-story building (only one small room to each floor, but with a magical staircase),
where a huge iron key opens the wooden door. With hood up I could stroll in perfect disguise
through any neighborhood at any hour, except the estates of the rich above the medina and
beyond the City on the Herculean cliffs.
Hours passed unseen in prolonged emanated communions over mint teas in the Socco Chico
and in the Kif Cafe above Barbara Hutton's domain.
In the magic rooms beneath parallels forming vertical Berber rugs, the one whose visualization
stayed strongest set the stage for silent frays of archetypal glances, gestures, and scenes. Seldom
was a word needed to communicate. The deaf mute, Hamid, taught us all subtleties of gesture
making symbols that encapsulated poems of meaning.
Who stole our time, William asked, but who gave our time back was Tangiers. All the time in
the world flowed into me. Time to sleep, to eat a stew, to section a tangerine and remove each
white filament to eat one by one before tasting the fruit itself, time to study eidetic messengers,
hypnogogic intimations, and hypnoponic preparations, time to walk each tiny street, time to
turn a phrase, to write the first draft of my novel, Thirty Nine Blows On A Gone Trumpet, time
to regress to conception and to see old age, time to meet and savor Hettie, Judy, Terry, Lindsay,
Ira, to participate on the fringes of legends that later became deep friends, Burroughs and
Gysin, to eat cookies that turned into magic carpets, to decide definitively one's arc of sex, to
suffer rejections that bordered on killings, and to achieve intimacies that asymptoted to perfec
tion. Time to heal, to grow, to endure, to hurt, to see, to experience endless gratitude to the
Berbers, their music, the artists, the experimenters, the demi-monde, time to begin a genuinely
new life, to start over again, to feel as deeply as one could sense or think, to have escaped one's
emotional doom and imprisoned circles, and even to meet inner images and people who
showed how to stay free once free, and not to get caught again.
TangiersI Those who tasted it always recognized each other in London, on the Boule Mich,
Kathmandu, wherever.

"Mail-order mysticism" may sound like a joke to the serious, orthodox, traditional, or aca
demic "expert" in religion-& to the professional gurus whose "work" consists of personality- .
monopoly & psychological authoritarianism-but the Moorish Orthodox Church takes it
seriously. There's something magical about the mail-voices from the Unseen-documents as
amulets-and something very American, democratic & self-reliant-mysterious urban folk
lore--old ad's for AMORC in crumbling yellow magazines-HooDoo catalogues,
dreambooks-ancient spirits-of-place intersecting with modern communications networks
that are placeless, spooky, & abstract. And ~he mail itself now seems antique-a lost modernity,
19th century, sepia, violet ink-a fitting medium for the transmission of secrets.
Do-it-yourself Enlightenment? Why not? It may not be the best way or the only way, but it is a
way. A genuine vein of initiation runs through the "plane" where one finds Dr. Brenner's soap
labels, the lost Books of Moses, the apocryphal grimoires of Marie Laveau, Hollow Earth
Theory, old Theo~ophical journals in your grandmother's attic, "What ~id These Great Men
Have In Common?", Noble Drew Ali's Moorish health-products, the mail-order courses of
Druids & occult Orders, millennarian tracts, mysterious classified ad's, Mexican lithography,
&c., &c.
It all adds up to a "New World" religion, a translation of "Wild(er)ness" into the strange lost
margins of commodification & "communication"-both a betrayal & an apotheosis (like all

religion)-a playground for the Trickster-a mundus ima.ginalis of the postal system & t~e
printing press & the poetics of Desire.
Literal belief in one or another of these mail-order revelations would destroy our ability to
believe in all of them simultaneously, like a palimpsest of angelic alphabets, a field of magical
"correspondence(s) ," a conceptual transforming-space of mythic energies & mythopoesis. The
eras of postal mysticism lies in the whole pattern it makes, rather than in one part or ano~~er,
one "course" or another. Sometimes those who sneer the most ironically at this textual sp1nt
ism are secretly drawn by its imaginal sensuality, even while their rational brains reject it all as
high weirdness & superstition. However, one can believe (or "believe") both/and, rather than
either/or. One drifts in a world of reveries, and "Rejoice, fellow creature! All is oursT"--Or, at
least: - an opening.
Egyptomania-the imaginal "Islam" of old cigarette boxes & masonic bric-a-brae-the
HooDoo figure of the "Old Moor," author of almanacs, herb-doctor, Maroon- the northwest
African element in American folklore-plus, the Native American component of the great New
World HooDoo synthesis-.the Santeria orisha. called El Spirito Indio-psychic tribalism, ani-
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LETTER FROM ALFRED CHESTER TO EDWARD FIELD
mism, totemism, and the Nature-religion natural to our Wilderness-haunted collective
(un?)conscious-pJus, the psychedelic heritage of the 1950s & 60s, which combined with
Moorish Science & the "Wandering Bishops" tradition, to produce the Moorish Orthodox
Church:-Sabbatai Sevi &Jacob Franck the "False Messiahs"- secrets of Canaanite pagan
ism-Jewish magic & amulets- Protestant chiliasm, the revolutionary Anabaptists, Rant rs,
Antinomians-pJus, Apostolic high-liturgical gnostic autocephalous Church ritual- magical
Taoism, "Aimless Wandering," tantrik intoxicants, initiation through dreams & contacts with
the spirit world_,hemp use in ancient China-mail-order almanacs of chaos cults from the
Seven Finger High Glister of the Great Dismal Swamp-&c., &c.
All this can now be yours, as you "Send Away For A Split Second Of Eternity" by joining the
MOORISH MAIL-ORDER MYSTICISM movement.
Certain airwave preachers tell you to "put your hands on the radioT" to receive a blessing or a
healing. The modern media are by definition forces for alienation-and yet-they contain
within them hidden & unplanned magical linkages which are Immediate--or at least far more
direct than reason would allow. No technology can leach itself clean of the residue of magic
which lies at its source--and communication tech is the most "spiritual" of them all. The mail
is full of gnostic traces-even of love. Why not initiation?
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from VOYAGE TO DESTRUCTION, LETTERS FROM MOROCCO, by Alfred Chester, edited by
Edward Field

14 Aug. 1963-Asilah, Morocco
Paidhaild

I keep thinking that you must be mad at me-I mean about the bed-and even if you are,
please write. Everyone must be mad at me except Dick Kluger of the Tribune. He's the only one
who writes me. Paul got Susan's [Sontag] book but she didn't send me a copy. Now that I'm not
in New York I feel like a literary non-entity. Though I'm working. But of course only a fuss .
makes you feel literary. The Tribune has asked me to do a monthly article on anything I want, .
1,200 words. Also Show and Esquire have inquired about articles on Tangiers.
Dris* and I are still married, more so than ever, though everytime he's out of sight I plot
ways to get rid of him. Every time I see him with food in his hand I fall madly in love. He can
make me very happy and often does. He keeps house pretty well and his cooking is improving.
We're still in that same awful hole. There isn't another available house and now I'm thinking
that maybe we should move to Tangiers during the next few weeks. Dris has lots of friends and
family here of course and is always running around, and I have no one except Paul who is
really so dreary, or the Englishman next door who is even drearier and whose boy anyhow is
Dris' best friend and hated rival and so I can't see much of him. Jane is here for a few days
now, so that's a little entertaining. And there's an English boy**living here now whom I
wouldn't be caught dead with anywhere but here or on a ship. Very dreary. And Paul so bitter
always.
If I had any fantasies left, sexual ones, my life with Dris would be a delicious reenactment.
As it is, it is exhausting and frightening. But also it is giggly. He makes me laugh and laugh. I
can hardly believe it. We had the clap about a week after we began. He said from me, I said
from him.
Skoura, [one of Alfred's dogs] has been horribly sick from some virus. The doctor gave her
some pills and now for 24 hours she's been sitting in a sort of crazy trance, and I can't go near
her. She doesn't recognize me and it's terrifying. I hope she hasn't become insane or some
thing.
My feeling centers are all fucked up. I don't know what is happening to my emotions-if I
have any.
The money I spend on Skoura caused a crisis in the household because I'd never spent any
money on Dris. He became impossible and I finally went and talked to his father which seemed
to me (and to his father) a perfectly natural thing to do. Paul was shocked and Oris was
crushed. Larbi approved. It seemed natural since everyone knows what's going on anyhow,
though of course you don't acknowledge it. I told his father if he didn't behave I'd send him
* A young fisherman
** Norman Glass
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home, and that helped a little, but things didn't actually get better until I bought him a ring.
(Only half of it really. He bought half himself on the bonus he got from the fishing.)
Yesterday was circumcision day in town. Two hundred fifty little boys got cut in th mosque
around the corner. Of course I couldn't watch. It was done by thr e barbers. Parades all day.
The little boys arriving on horseback preceded by drums and cymbals and flags, and followed
by keening women. It was so real. Imagine circumcising a boy for a reason like hygiene. Here
they do it because God says to. The Jews don't know why they do it anymore. Paul ran around
all day with his tape recorder. "What's the point in going if I can't record the music?" and
explained the origins of circumcision. "How do you know?" I asked. The new English boy
(who is Jewish and a queen and a sort of beatnik who is shocked by the way I live) said "I'll bet
they don't even sterilize the scissors or put penicillin on the cut." In the evening the Hamacha
cult danced in the big square in the medina. They go into trances and cut their heads open
with axes and rocks. Dris' father is a leading member. He is a cherif. So is Dris. This obviously
makes me a cheriffa.
Jane has been with her Cheriffa for sixteen years.
He is waking up now with his gigantic erection and his voluptuous tossings. In the mornings
he looks like drawings in faggot magazines. And imagine, he waits on me yet.
I got those Danish [male] magazines but don't have anything to send them. Dris says I should
send a picture of him.
I can talk a little Arabic. Mostly swear words, but also some other practical phrases.
Will you write to me?
Jane just came by. She is so nice and is staying here for a few days.
I'm off fishing now with bamboo poles. Dris just spent two hours cooking a picnic lunch. He
makes my heart glad.
We're going to have a special session of the Djilala cult tomorrow night. Aicha, the cleaning
woman, is high priestess, a witch noted for black magic and murder. Her husband is high
priest. Paul is agreeable to having it at his house since non-Moslems can never get into the
thing when it goes on in a Moslem house. They hate foreigners here. Except the boys.
Love to you both. Alfred
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YromLIFE WITHOUT MIRRORS
a screenplay based on the life of Alfred Chester
by Edward Field and Neil Derrick

(Synopsis: American writer, Chester Melnick, has arrived in Tangier for the first time. He
has been invited to stay with ex-Villager friends, Max, an artist, and his wife Janet, who have
recently moved from Greenwich Village.
Like Alfred Chester, Chester Melnick has been left completely hairless after a childhood.
disease. To cover his baldness he wears a wig, which is orange colored and ratty - and per
fectly obvious.)
In the glare of the North African sun, a taxi inches its way from the harbor through color
ful Tangier street crowds. In the back seat, Chester Melnick, who has just arrived on the ferry
from Gibraltar, is jammed in with his two dogs and Janet. Her husband Max is sitting up front
beside the Moroccan driver who keeps blasting the horn. Max shouts over the noise to Chester
about life in Tangier, how cheap their house is, the great kif available. Suddenly, Chester spies
Ted Joans, a black American artist friend from the Village in the passing swarm and reaches
out to shake his hand.
Beyond the crowds, the taxi starts uphill into a quiet residential area where the American
couple live. In Janet and Max's house over coffee, Max passes the kif pipe around. Chester,
propped on cushions on the divan, says that getting off the boat was like stepping into a time
warp. Those streets were medieval.
Janet and I are always saying that, says Max. It's like stepping back a thousand years.
Please don't speak for me, says Janet. Don't believe him, Chester. He always makes it sound
perfect here, but it's a mixed bag.
I didn't say it was perfect for God's sakes, says Max, getting hot under the collar.
Well, you're giving him that impression. Janet turns to Chester for support. Isn't he?
Chester tries to laugh. Don't bring me into this. I've been here exactly half an hour.
I was taken in by all the local color at first, says Janet, but did I wake up.
You don't like it here? says Chester.
Shut up, will you, says Max to Janet. Just because you do nothing but sit around on your
ass is no reason ....
Just what am I supposed to do? Janet snaps. Go pick up boys?
I don't pick up boys, Max says.
You're the only one who doesn't.
Don't pay any attention to her, Max says to Chester. She's always like that when she's got
an audience. You're an artist, Chester. You'll love it here like I do. I'll show you. There's a cafe
up in the casbah where you lie on mats drinking tea with a view of the straits across to Spain. I
spend hours there sometimes. And a holy place where the water gushes out of the mountain.
And Arcila, this fantastic fishing village down the coast. We've got friends there, Ian Hawley
and his wife Peggy, an English couple.
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Actually the Hawleys are very interesting, says Janet. They've lived here nearly thirty years,
longer than any of the other Nazarenes we know.
What the hell's a Nazarene? says Chester.
Foreigners, says Max. It's what the Moroccans call us.
How biblical, says Chester.
Biblical, medieval, it's fantasy land, says Max.
There you go again, says Janet, getting up. Come on, Chester, I'll show you your room. She
picks up a native blanket. You'll neecf! this. It gets chilly at night.
Chester takes the blanket from her, examines it, remarking on how beautiful it is.
Isn't it? Janet is excited now. I found it in one of the souks, but it's nothing like the tourist
blankets they sell in the medina. Look at the colors. It's a treasure.
Max laughs. Now who's waxing enthusiastic?
In his bed that night, Chester lies awake in the dark listening to the muezzin's warbling call
to prayer from a mosque, echoing over the city, and the distant barking of dogs. Then Janet
and Max quarreling in their bedroom.
Restless, he gets up, throws on some clothes, and slips out of the house.
Wandering through the empty night streets, he sees a young Arab smoking in the shadows,
goes towards him.
The next day, Chester and Janet are food shopping in the Socco Grande, the vast market
square outside the medina. Janet is complaining about her empty life, while Chester's eyes
feast on the exotic street life around them.
An old Daimler limousine goes by ahead, and Janet tells him it belongs to Barbara Hutton,
the Woolworth heiress, Tangier's most famous foreign resident. Back to her complaints, Janet
says Morocco is fulfilling for Max, who's got his painting, but the only thing she ever wanted is
a baby. Now she's almost thirty-eight, and if Max has his way, she's never going to have one.
In the covered market, beyond the produce stalls, they enter a cavernous fish hall, echoing
with the shouts of fish hawkers and haggling shoppers. As Janet is selecting a fish from a
counter, she is greeted by expatriate American Jerry Gordon, a modest, slightly overweight
young man with a hippie beard.
They are soon having mint tea at a cafe in the Socco Grande. Janet points out that she is the
only woman. That's the way it always is and it makes her uncomfortable. Max just won't listen.
Je~ry Gordon tells Chester he has seen his story in the New Yorker, thinks it's great, and
urges him to stop by the house he rents in the medina.
On their way home with string bags full of market produce, Janet tells Chester that Jerry
Gordon is nice enough but she doesn't much care for his scene, all those hippies in the medina
sitting around, pretending to be artists. Actually, all they're here for is to smoke kif.
Sounds just like the Village to me, Chester says.
No, it's worse here, says Janet. It's so seductive. You can easily lose your identity.
He laughs. Think that will happen to me? Never, says Janet. You're the sanest person I
know. You're the only one of us who's going to do something important.
Chester is working at his typewriter on the whitewashed balcony outside his room, when
he's disturbed by his dogs growling and yapping inside, shouts for them to shut up. Finally,
swearing, he goes in to deal with them.
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The dogs are playing tug-of-war with Janet's treasured blanket. He rescues it from them
and holds it up. It's in shreds.
In the alleys of the medina, Chester goes from one blanket seller to another trying to match
the shredded blanket. Salesmen rush to get blankets down from stacks on the shelves, thrust
ing them at him. None of them are right and he brushes them aside. He moves on, bantering
with a crowd of peddlers and ragamuffins following him and giving him advice in fragments
of several languages. Chester is already in his element in Tangier.
Jerry Gordon comes along and Chester shows him the scraps of blanket he's trying to
match. Jerry says he owns one almost identical. If he comes over to the house, he'll give it to
him and Janet will never know the difference.
At Jerry's native house in the medina, Jerry's Moroccan boyfriend Hajmi is preparing
majoun fudge for several hippie friends who are hanging out- Tatiana in white makeup and
thriftshop finery, her beatnik boyfriend Ralph, and a creep in shades named Norman. They are
all impressed when Jerry tells about Chester's story in the New Yorker.
Jerry pulls a blanket, almost identical to Janet's, off the couch and tosses it to Chester,
while Hajmi serves hot mint tea in glasses and everyone eats the majoun.
The Englishman Ian Hawley's name comes up, and Chester mentions that Janet and Max
are taking him to see the Hawleys in Arcila. Beatnik Ralph puts Hawley down, saying he's a
stuffed shirt and his wife's a lush.
I like Peggy, white-faced Tatiana shouts back. If you lived with that prick, you'd be a lush
too. Then she goes stonily silent as the majoun takes effect.
Several others have drifted in and are nibbling on the hashish fudge. Chester is reading
aloud from his New Yorker story, but his listeners keep breaking out into erratic giggles.
You insensitive clods, this is supposed to be a tragedy, Chester says, but can't help giggling
himself.
On a divan behind him, Tatiana and Ralph are whispering about him and pointing to his
wig. Tatiana, completely stoned, starts crawling toward him as he reads his story, seemingly
oblivious.
Just as she reaches out to touch his wig, Chester spins around and seizes her by the wrist,
his face impassive.
The embarrassed silence is broken by pounding on the front door.
It is a young Moroccan, the discarded lover of Norman, the beatnik in shades, demanding
to see him.
·
When Norman refuses to talk to him, the young man curses him from the doorway.
Motherfucker! Son-of-a-bitch! Faggot! until the door is finally slammed in his face.
When the shouting stops outside and the kid is gone, Norman says he was a dirty liar and a
thief. Several people protest that Norman treated the. kid like shit.
But he tried to poison me, for Chrissake, Norman shouts back.
Poison, my ass, Tatiana says. It wasn't poison, it was witchcraft. It was to keep you with
him, not kill you.
You're a witch yourself, Norman says. You'd kill anyone you lived with!
Who the fuck you talking to, Tatiana's boyfriend Ralph suddenly shouts, jumping to his
feet and facing Norman.
·
Chester takes advantage of the hullabaloo, and with a wink at Hajmi slips out the door
with his blanket.
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MOROCCAN 1\1\AJOON
one half cup cl a.n kif
one cup chopped dates
one half cup raisins
one half cup ground almonds
one cup chopped figs
one teaspoon cinnamon
one whole ground nutmeg
one tablespoon ground anise seed
one half cup honey
one quarter cup orange flower water
two tablespoons butter
Put kif in dry, heavy cast-iron skillet over low flame and toast until golden brown so it doesn't
burn. When brown grind into powder.

Add to kif: dates, raisins, ground almonds, figs, cinnamon, nutmeg, anise.
Place in saucepan and simmer with water and honey, puree.
Melt butter in saucepan, add fruit mixture, stir five min., let cool then stir in orange flower
water. Consistency should be a thick paste.
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liMOTHY B A U M

Tangier: A Scatter of Memories

Early 1960s. Living on Southern Spanish coast (Torremolinos/Fuengirola): pre-condo
minium hyst ria. Friend from Madrid (Tony Smith: handsome/elegant, Harvard grad, quality
Iadi s' man/ questrian) suggests a journey to Morocco. I easily comply. Neith r of us have
ver been there.
Overnight in smelly Algeciras. First boat out in early morning. View of Tangier all the way
across: tantalizingT
Arrival at port in linen suits and easily pass the customs (William Burroughs told me once
it's best to wear a tie and suit in case you ever get arrested). Walk up hill with bags in hand,
finding a hotel hastily recommended: El Djenina.
El Djenina. Nobody visible around. Hour of after-lunch siesta. Lovely shaded garden. Para
keets and other birds in cages.. Lay down our bags and rest a while. Eventually a man appears.
Could he help us? Need a room for a week or so. Nothing available. Smith says maybe we
could try the Polo Club. I prefer the parakeets in cages. Walking back towards the garden gate.
Owner (manager?) asks if either of us plays a creditable game of gin rummy. I reply in the .
affirmative. Suddenly a room vacates, resplendent with verandah.
Walking around the Socco Chico. Buying some kif in paper cones (Smith nervous and em
barrassed). Hollow-eyed people with gnarled and aged fingers selling their wares: an egg, two
shriveled oranges, a chicken. We sit in cafes and drink mint tea and forget about Europe en
tirely.
Robinson Plage. There is a memoryT A sherry or beer, then lunch on the terrace. Extremely
windy. Beach and swirling sea dizzyingly far below. Beach entirely empty-lunch time. Sud
denly the tiny figure of a man appears. English guy we'd seen at bar before-young, athletic
looking fellow. We watch him drop his robe and towel, then dive into the frothy mist (a true
Byronic mini-momentT).
We eat our lunch, drink our wine, talk to a table full of languorous, mirthful Englishmen.
Smith draws my attention to the fact that the swimmer has never reappeared. I said he prob
ably drifted a bit with the nervous-looking current. I ask the English table if the swimmer was
a member of their party. They refer me to the lady prqprietess. "Derek, oh don't worry about
Derek; strongest swimmer of the whole brigade," she chortles. "Don't worry about Derek," I
mumble to Smith, returning to our table. Smith is worrying, nevertheless. Also, eventually,
everyone else taking lunch at the good old Robinson Plage that day. Derek never does return.
"Another drowning at the Robinson Plage," they tell in the various bars that night; "pity."
Smith and I decide to return to Spain the following day.

Tangier.
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PAUL BOWLES

AHMED YACOUB! AS PAINTER

•

Like most young artists (he was sixteen or seventeen) Ahmed began by making line
drawings in black India ink. Quickly I discovered something quite extraordinary in his method
of considering his subject matter. He made next to no attempt to record the visual image of
what he was drawing. Instead, he drew everything "from the inside," trying to express what it
was like to be that person or object. This was something entirely new to me. A face consisted of
two upright slabs of bone beginning at the chin and going upward to an arbitrary truncation.
Between them was nothing- merely open space. I called his attention to the fact that a head
has a top to it. He agreed, but said it was not important, because all a person could feel was the
air in the middle of the head, the air as it is breathed. "But do you think a face looks like
that?" I asked him. "It is like that," he replied; and I understood that what things "look like"
from the outside was of minimal interest.
He drew a cat which was a marvel of abstraction. It had claws, but rather than being
attached to the ends of legs, they were embedded with the ears in the top of the head. When
these drawings where exhibited in London, a critic used the word "haptic" to describe them.
The adjective intrigued me, but I have never found a definition of it.
Nearly a decade later, when Francis Bacon came to Tangier, he brought Ahmed his first
oil paints. Up until then, the only colors at Ahmed's disposal had been those supplied by pas
tels and colored inks. Oils were a very different matter, and Ahmed had no concept of how to
employ them. He used the colors just as they came out of the tube. That it was possible to mix
them did not occur to him. Thus his first paintings used a mosaic procedure: intersecting and
parallel lines of spots in various colors. The effect was decorative, but it could scarcely be
,
considered oil-painting. "I'm at the wall," he said sadly, "but I can't open the gate."
Eventually it was Francis who supplied the key, by suggesting that Ahmed sit each after
noon in his Casbah studio and watch him paint. There was to be no conversation; it was
merely a matter of seeing a painter paint. From then on, things went very quickly. Ahmed's
excitement was intense. He began to develop his arcane procedures for injecting magic into his
canvases. (He had always considered technique to be a secret which was to be protected at all
costs. This attitude stayed with him all his life. No one must discover how he painted, or know
what magic formulas he uttered during the act.) I never understood the source of this fanatical
insistence upon secrecy. I think he believed that whoever discovered the processes involved in
his technique would produce paintings identical to his. To Ahmed art was alchemy.

Tangier, 12/11/93
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MOHAMMED MRABET

LETTER FROM PAUL BOWLES TO IRA COHEN

from Chocolate

2117 Tang r occo,
Tangier, Morocco.
15/xii/80
Dear Ira:
I

I

The two Cornell parrots here; I can't make out whether
he painted them or what. Or are they cut-outs at the back of the
box? I remember what a modest and pleasant man he was, and like
a Nineteenth Century English eccentric. I'm glad to hear Ahmed Ya
coubi got my letter. It seems to me it was some time ago that he
sold that painting to the MMA. Or perhaps this is another.
Your story of the macaw who thinks Hello is just as
good as Allah inevitably makes me think of what happened here in
Tangier to Maurice Grosser. As he walked on the Boulevard, he saw
George Greaves coming toward him, white beard and all. They came
abreast and Maurice said: HelloT The man replied gravely: Shalom.
Then Maurice realized it was not George, but the rabbi about to
go into the synagogue on the corner. It seems to depend on what
you expect to hear, and thus do hear.
I sent a manuscript to Ed Woods months ago, and later
a letter asking if he'd received it, but no sign of life. Or is he
not in Amsterdam?
Everyone in Tangier has gone to England for the
holidays; I'll pass my seventieth birthday by myself. The party
will be later, when they've all returned.
Is it going to be terrible in America after the
twentieth of January? What does RR mean by saying that it's "axiomatic"
that national security takes precedence over individual liberty?
Perhaps in time of war, but not in other times. And I have a feeling
he's going to alienate the Palestine Liberation, which would make
it awful for us here. Anyway, it's all written.
Happy holidays and all best.
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Creams and Dollars trans. by Paul Bowles

I'm leaving this afternoon at three o'clock, said Mr. Rapkin at breakfast. Candy and Carola
will be staying on a few days. There'll be a man who'll be coming to stay. He's renting the
upstairs floor. Only the upstairs, you understand. He'll arrive and you'll get to know him.
They were sitting at the breakfast table when someone knocked on the door. Driss opened
the door. A Nazarene stood there. He wore levis, sandals, and an old army shirt, and a worn
jacket, and he was completely bald, and with a hideous face. ·
Is the owner of the house here? he said.
Yes.
I want to speak with him.
What's your name?
Tell him Alphren.
Driss went to the dining room and said: It's a man called Alphren.
Bring him in, said Mr. Hapkin. It's the man I was just telling you about!
Alphren came into the room and was introduced to Carola and Candy. He sat down and
Driss gave him some cafe con leche.
This is Driss, the _young man who lives here in the house, said Mr. Hapkin.
Alphren nodded to Driss.
You'll have the whole upper floor, and Driss the downstairs. But he's the guard for the entire
house. It's in his hands. You can ask him for whatever you want.
Yes. Of course.
Driss took up the basket and started out to the market, but Mr. Hapkin caught up with him.
He pushed twenty-thousand francs into his hand. For the food, he said.
Driss chose the food carefully, made his purchases, and returned to the house. Candy and
Carola met him at the door. Couldn't we go to the beach? they said. After Bobby leaves, of ,
course.
At three a taxi came and Mr. Hapkin said good-bye. He had to catch his plane at the Tangier
airport. But he left two hundred thousand francs more with Driss for future expenses for the
house.
Then Driss, Candy and Carola set out for the beach. The girls undressed because they had
bikinis on underneath. Driss sat with his clothes on, smoking kif cigarettes and watching
them. When he looked at Candy, he found her prettier than Carola. And he continued to look
at them both. They stayed there in the sun for an hour or more, and then they went to the bar
there on the beach. Driss ordered a Coca Cola, and the girls had beer. They stayed on in the
bar for a long time, until Driss suggested they go back to the house.
It was late when they arrived. Driss went into the kitchen and made some sandwiches. They
ate them with tea. Then Driss put a fish tajine into the oven, and prepared a Iamb stew on top
of the stove. They sat in the sala smoking kif and listening to Jilala music. They were happy,
joking, dancing, and laughing together. Suddenly Driss said: How about both of you spending
the night with me?
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It's all right with us, they said. Finer
And they laughed.
Driss got down and began to crawl around on all fours, and Candy climb d n t p of him to
get a ride. Then they changed around, and Candy had to take Dri
r rid . ar 1 w t
full of kif to do any more than lie back and look at th m. H r mouth w
p n nd h w
laughing. There was no way she could get up, no matt r how hard h tri d.
At ten o'clock, they went to the kitchen and sat down at th table. It wa a go d dinn r.
Afterward, they had coffee and Gnaoua music, and later the Jilala which were the two kinds
the girls liked best.
It was a very hot night. Driss undressed and stayed in his bathing trunks. Seeing this, Candy
and Carola both took off everything. He turned off the lights, so that the room was lighted only
by the moon, and he turned down the sound of the drums. Candy and Carola were lying on
the big rug. He lay down and began to kiss first one then the other.
When it was all over, he stood up and said: I'm going to bed.
Wait, they said. We'll come with you.
All three went to his bedroom and slept.
At breakfast the next morning Candy turned to Driss. I wish we could stay here longer, she
told him. Morocco's beautiful. I liked Tangier, and Arzila, of course. And the Rif. Th y're good
people, and very civilized.
All Moroccans are civilized, said Driss. And they know how to behave with foreigners.
There are some young ones who have a lot to learn, she said.
But that's true in all countries, he said. Not only in Morocco. Besides, not all p pie ar alike.
Each one's different. There are many grades of intelligence. The ones who don't kn w how to
behave are the lowest, the ones who have no intelligence at all.
That's true, Carola said. They're the idiots.
Someone knocked on the door. Driss got up and opened it. Alphren stood there, with a Spanish boy.
Come in, Driss told them.
This is Pepe, said Alphren.
Driss shook hands with Pepe.
Driss led them into the kitchen and introduced Candy and Carola to them.
Will you have a drink? he asked Alphren.
Yes. I'd like a glass of wine.
He brought a bottle from the icebox, uncorked it, and set it in front of Alphren. Pepe asked
for a glass of coffee.
I'm coming to live here in this house, you know, Alphren told Driss. Upstairs. You're always
here, is that right?
That's right.
You can get me anything I need?
If it's here in Arzila, I can. If it doesn't exist, I can't, said Driss.
You've got everything here.
Yes. But there are some things that you can't find, Driss told him.
Alphren stood up, red in the face. I tell you, you can get anything you want here.
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Yes, y s. The town has just about whatever you need, that's right.
That's wh t I ay, exclaim d Alphr n indignantly.
Aft r a half hour or , th bottl of wine was empty. Alphren held it up. Haven't you got any
mo?
Win
t m n y, aid Dri .
Alphr n gl red at him and swor . Thank you, said Driss.
A lot of things don't cost money, though, said Alphren.
I don't believe it, Driss told him.
I tell you the world is full of things that are free.
It's not true. You need money to drink. You need it to eat. You need it for clothes. If you need
to make love with a girl or a boy you need money.
Why? Alphren cried. Why was money invented? Everything ought to be free!
We didn't invent it, said Driss. You invented it. We never used to use it.
You had the duro Hassani, said Alphren.
Yes, but before that we bartered. Everything's changed since the Europeans came.
Let's stop talking about money, said Alphren. I want to talk about Pepe. He's a great friend of
mine and I'm fond of him.
And you sleep with him a lot, and make love with him all the time, and are in love with him?
said Driss.
Yes, said Alphren. _
Candy and Carola began to laugh.
Alphren said something to them angrily, and they laughed even harder. He sprang up and
mad as if to hit th m with his forearm, but Driss seized him, and said: Now you're going
ou ide. And you can't move in until these girls are gone, you understand?
I'm moving in tomorrow, said Alphren.
You won't get in, Driss told him.
You'll let me in, all right!
Here, said Driss to Pepe. Take your friend outside.
Driss slammed the door. On the other side he could hear Alphren still screaming insults in
th street. All the small children came to see what was happening, and they wondered why the
Nazarene was screaming and hopping up and down. Then Alphren started to kick the door.
This amused the children who slowly began to chant: AhT the pumpkin! AhT the pumpkin!
Then Alphren turned and ran after the children. Not being able to catch them, he threw
stones at them. Fortunately he met two friends who between them calmed him and took him
back to his hotel. All this Driss heard about in the market later.
When Driss went back into the kitchen, Candy said: . That American is insane, isn't he?
We're the crazy ones, said Driss. He's not crazy. He just wants to drive other people crazy.
That man writes books! Do you think a crazy man writes books?
He's a writer? they said.
You heard what Mr. Rapkin told me. When you go he's coming to live upstairs. I don't want
him hereT But I've got to let him stay. Anyway, he's going to live ~ere, and we'll s~e what will
happen. But if he does something crazy, I'm going to call the police. Be~ause I think all sorts of
things are going to happen. But tonight I want to take both of you to a J1lala dance, so you can
see it.
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What's Jilala? they wanted to know.
I have an uncle who's aJilali, and every year he has them dance at his house. I asked him if I
could bring you, and he said it would be all right, only you can't be dressed as Europeans. You
have to dress as Moroccans.
But what can we wear? We haven't anything.
I'll bring you some Moroccan clothes, he told them.
That would be marvelous.
Driss went out to his mother's house and asked her for two qaftans, two mdammas, two big
scarves, and embroidered shoes. She had to borrow these things from her neighbors. Driss ran
back to the house with them. When Candy and Carola were dressed in the Moroccan clothes,
they could both have been Moroccans.
And so he took them with him to his uncle's house and introduced them to his family. Then
they heard chebabas and bendirs playing, and thirteen men came in playing their long flutes
and big drums, with one clapping on qarqaba made of iron. They filed through into the patio,
sat down, and began to drink tea. Then two of them started to play their flutes. Later the
drums came in, and Driss's uncle jumped up to dance.
There was a huge fire burning in the center of the patio. Only the trunks of the olive trees
were used in it. Soon the man threw off his djelaba, and shortly afterward his tchamir. Then
his turban unwound and left his shaven skull uncovered with only a long pigtail that hung
from one side. The moqqaddem rose, holding a green cloth in his hand. Inside the cloth there
was a long knife. Driss's uncle took the cloth and brought out the knife. Then he wound the
cloth around his head, and continued to dance, the knife in his hand. As he danced, he slashed
his arms and legs, so that he was running with blood. And he slashed his chest and face as
well. When he was bathed with blood he began to wipe it from his face with the green cloth
that was still wrapped around his head. Then he fell to the ground. They covered him with a
blanket, and the musicians began to play another piece. Slowly he got up and began to dance
again. When he had finished dancing, he had wiped all the blood away, and there were no
cuts visible on him anywhere. He went back and sat down with his family, and they asked him:
How do you feel?
As if I'd just been born, he told them.
Another man got up and did a very violent dance during which he threw himself into the
fire and went on dancing while he burned. In the end he almost put out the fire. But his skin
was not burned and he had no blisters when he finished dancing. His feet were black, nothing
more.
Candy and Carola sat there without saying a word. Driss could see from their faces that they
were frightened.
The people went on to drink boiling water from the spout of a tea kettle, and others who
heated their knives until they were red-hot and then pressed them into their flesh.
They passed a fine evening and ate a good dinner. When they had all finished eating, Driss
told the girls: It's time to go home.
They got back to the house at half-past one. Candy and Carola went into the kitchen and got
themselves scotch and soda, and Driss made himself some cafe con leche.
Candy looked at Driss: That was really marvelousT

I
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And Carola said: I've never seen anything like it in my lifeT
How can a man cut himself to pieces like that and then not show a sign of it?
I don't know, said Driss. But they do. You saw it. There's no trick. They do all kinds of things
besides what you saw tonight. Things you would never believe.
I never knew such things existed in the world, said Candy. If I read it in a book, I wouldn't
believe a word of it.
.
But you saw it in front of you, said Carola.
If we're alive tomorrow, we can still see stranger things, who knows? said Driss.
What sort of strange things? What do you mean?
After we've slept, if we're still breathing in the morning, it'll be a new day, and who knows
what things you'll see?
Oh, they said.
Driss sipped his coffee. I'm tired, he told them. I think I'll go to bed.
They said good-night and went upstairs to their rooms. Driss went to his room and set up the
microphone, and began to recount everything that had happened with Alphren and Candy
and Carola. When he had finished he turned off the machine and got into bed.
Early in the morning Driss awoke and got up. After he had washe~ and dre~sed he went _up
onto the roof. It was a very quiet hour of the day, and the sea was lymg calm m front of him.
He went down to the kitchen and prepared his breakfast, put it on a tray, and carried it up to
the roof. The waves were slapping lightly against the wall below the house. After his coffee he
smoked some kif. A few fishing boats were going out of the harbor. There were no sounds. No
people, no dogs barking. Only the water of the ocean sliding against ~he house, and t~e canar
ies in the window of the house next door. He loved to listen to the voices of the canaries.
There were sounds from inside the house downstairs. He went down. Candy was in the
kitchen.
Good-morning, he said, and gave her a kiss. He made breakfast again, and sat down to eat
with her. Carola came in.
Look she said will you call the Hotel Minzah in Tangier for us and ask for a double room
'
Our' plane leaves early in the morning.
for tonight?
Yes, I'll call for you, he said. You know whether you have to go or not. It's too bad.
He went out and made the call. They told him the room would be reserved.
It's all done he told the girls when he went -back.
They went ~ut for a walk together, and walked so far that it was three o'clock in the afternoon when they returned to the house.
.
Carola went to take a shower. Candy and Driss went to his room and stood lookmg out the
window.
I'm sorry to be leaving, she said.
~~~~~~~~
..
Then Candy went and took a shower, and Driss ran out and got hold of a taxi. When 1t
arrived at the house, the valises were all packed, and Driss piled them into the cab. He ar
ranged a price with the cab-driver. As Candy and Carola came out of the house, each one
handed an envelope to Driss. They kissed him good-bye, and both of them began to shed tears.
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DANIEL ABD AL-HAYY MOORE

from RETURN OF THE SUFI

from the straits with its dark face glowering like Half-Dome...after this and through the straits
waters, watching schools of dolphins braid themselves through the foamy wake of the ship, a
few humped ba~ks as they looped up and down through the surface, we landed in Morocco.

(an excerpt of a memoir in progress)

"The Sufi's book is not ink and letters,
it is nothing but a heart white as snow."
-Rumi, The Mathnawi
"Je m'habituai a !'hallucination simple; je voyais
tres franchement une mosquee a la place d'une usine..."
[I got used to pure hallucination; quite openly, I saw
a mosque instead of a factory...]
-Arthur Rimbaud, Une Saison en Enfer

Introduction:

Customs was easy, compared with entering England, and the half-bored Moroccan police
men looked cinema sinister, but not too dangerous. We were all totally clean, a little scruffy
and ex-hippie, true, but with not an ulterior motive in the bunch, no hashish smuggling con
templated, no selling of cameras or other luxury items to the natives. We were on a spiritual
journey to our Shaykh in Meknes-all of us brand new, intensely earnest Muslims, hearts
pounding with an expectation of wonder.
The city of Tangiers was more fabulous than its fame. We found our way immediately to
the Hotel Continental where we had booked inexpensive rooms in advance from London, old
world European elegance set high on a hill overlooking the docks, a sprawling late 19th cen
tury hotel with grumpy, rumpled old French concierge and fussy but elegant wife, she with
lace at her chin, he with vest and watch-fob, in whose corridor you actually expected to bump
into Humphrey Bogart. Creaky, wall-paper peeling old rooms, high ceilings, iron bedsteads,
balcony windows, looking down on Tangiers glittering in the noon sunlight, people in robes
and hoods walking along the piers...we worked out how the rooms would be shared, put our
suitcases on the beds and prepared for our first foray into town.

So~etime in the late 1980s, I was sitting on a terrace in Santa Barbara, California, having
lunch with Lawrence Ferlinghetti, San Francisco poet and publisher of some renown. He had
published two of my early books of poetry, and I had invited him to read from his work at a
Santa Barbara Arts Festival. He was remembering when I arrived with my wife and two chil
dren after IO years with a Sufi community in different parts of the world, which he noted at
the inception in 1969 in the book, Literary San Francisco: "Moore... [became] a Sufi and, like
Rimbaud, renounced written poetry." We had gone to the Cafe Trieste for coffee, and he re
marked how we all seemed to be suffering from culture shock. As we sat on the terrace in
Santa Barbara years later, he recalled that it was as if we had come from another planet.
Wondering what I'd been up to all those years, he said, "Why don't you write about your
experiences, just put it down in episodes, write a little each day, and pretty soon you'll have a
book. You could call it: The Return of the Sufi." Then he said, enigmatically, blinking his
skyblue eyes and smiling his wry smile, "You should write the book before it's too late."

We were going to the market to buy robes, under the complete and expert supervision of
our guide, Abd al-Qadir, our Shaykh's English deputy. We needed to outfit ourselves for some
semblance of anonymity in Morocco, although one look at us and you knew we were western
neophytes in disguise, but also to fit into the very traditional Sufi community in Meknes. We
need djellabas, woolen robes with hoods which make you look like a Francisca_n mo~k, long
strips of white or golden yellow turban cloth, dyed leather bright yellow or white pointed
shoes tasbih beads for doing dhikr (invocation), the long, 99 prayer-bead kind for the 99 .
nam;s of Allah, not the worry beads of television Muslims and Greeks. We split up into a few
manageable groups (there were thirteen of us in all), and those who ha~ been to Morocco
before (as English hash smokers) took us down into the market for our first Moroccan adventure.

MOROCCO

we had been schooled diligently by our leader, Abd al-Qadir, not to tarry, dawdle, or gaze
around like dazzled tourists but rather to make firm intentions in our minds of what we were
going for, go straight to spe;ific shops for the thing~ we_ needed, bu~ them, and come straight
back to the hotel. No nonsense. No tourism. No getting into the exotic atmosphere of the
place-no opening ourselves to magical influences! Just make our transactions, and get out of
there.

After the blustery ferry crossing, after staying the night in the confusing interim cultural
milieu of Gibraltar, (North African? Spanish? British?) where I remember noticing tilework
everywhere, up the insides of door entrances, along the bottoms of outside walls, usually black
and white checkerboard designs ...so that the town had a kind of storybook reality...as well as
the famous insurance company logo cliff-face of the Rock of Gibraltar itself, imposingly rising

we entered various dark shops smelling of cured leather, piled high into the shadows with
folded djellabas, pointed shoes tucked into each other, presided over by mildly ~urprised ~ales
men, young men or old, delighted at seeing a group of bewildered westerners interested m
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going native. Moroccans our age were only interested in French fashions, tight jeans, French
jackets, tight-fitting dresses and sputtering mopeds. We spoke French, they spoke French, and
we set about finding the right djellabas to fit us. There were lots of over the head fittings, some
ridiculous lengths and Seven Dwarf sleeves hanging down, and then there was the scratchi
ness of some of the really heavy woolen ones, or the transparency of some of the finer cloth'd
ones, white with gray stripes, too light and refined for where we were going.
In one shop, while we were trying on robes, there suddenly appeared in our midst a short,
wiry, intense man of middle age, pointy-faced and strong-eyed, with equally pointy black
beard and tapering fingers, who came into the shop from the bright street outside and mingled
among us, looking at each one of us intently, studying the djellabas on us or about to be on us,
made comments in Arabic, pointed with his bony fingers along seams and stitching as if giving
instructions to a tailor for alterations, spun a general mysterious air in the shop that crackled
with electricity, and then suddenly disappeared back into the street again. He had woven a
particular spell that was almost palpable, and everyone felt a new-found confidence in their
decisions, bought what they needed, and walked out of the shop with their new purchases
wrapped in newspaper under their arms.
We all trooped back to the hotel with no dawdling, no rubber-necking, but straight through
the streets with our eyes downcast, like a monkish military operation, as planned. When we
met up with the other groups, it turned out that they were at the other end of the market,
going into shops like us, am;i that a man who fit the same description and acted the same way
appeared to them as well.
He was the Muqaddem, or deputy, of Tangiers, the representative of our Shaykh, whose
business it was to know the doings of the disciples and take good care of them. He had the
uncanny ability, however, of knowing what was happening from inside his house, and going
right where he might be needed. He may have even had the ability, not unknown to the Sufis,
of appearing in two places at the same time-an abdal, in Sufi terminology-but Allah knows
best.
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tasbihs and put them around our necks with the aleph, the long wooden marker at one end,
jutting out in back. Some had found small, fashionable tasbihs, while some had bought big
wooden ones that hung far down their chests.

We were off to a mosque to do the Maghreb Prayer, the prayer performed right after sunset.
We went downstairs and out the arched wooden doors of the grand hotel, and wove through
the streets, Abd al-Qadir leading us to a mosque he knew, and arrived at a giant, open building
with high minaret, the squared off kind of North Africa, with strings of electric lights every
where, like human stars strung under the greater but more distant stars of heaven, lending it
all a festive, almost circus atmosphere of bright lights and excitement. The entire mosque was
dazzling, and all up the marble stairs and into the crowded interior was ablaze with electric
light.
Hidden in our hoods, we entered the mosque, my first real mosque in my life in a Muslim
country, forbidden territory to non-Muslims, where Muslims do the prayers with a vigorous
commitment and intensity day after day, night after night, year after year, Ramadan after
Ramadan, until they die. You could see some of the old-timers going in or coming out along
with rushing, darting children as we went up the stairs.
The overall impression was one of indescribable space. Consecrated, but open, unob
structed and unobtrusive. Sweet. The air was filled with a dark, spicy incense, and with the
light and echoes, it turned the interior of the mosque into a space in which anything miracu
lous might happen. Space limited only by walls, and the walls were like latticework onto the
Infinite, their dizzying geometric tile-patterns rising vertically, starlike as well, making heav
enly walls meet earthly fields of pungent rush matting, and men and women, some of whom I
glimpsed in the back, doing preliminary prayers, or sitting and waiting, fingering prayer
beads, hushing their children, eyes closed in contemplation or sleep.
This was like a mortality way-station in a celestial depot, people both uniquely individual
and anonymous midway in space and time, before the almost tangible presence of God.

After we told Abd al-Qadir about this meeting, he said that the man lived in a very small
house, was an adept at casting-out djinn, and had a strange reputation among the fooqara of
our Shaykh. Abd al-Qadir told us that once when he visited the man he discovered that he had
painted the walls of his house black, and was busy painting Arabic spells and phrases from the
Qur'an with a large brush in white paint all over the back walls, above the doors, everywhere
where there was space, and that the totality of it had an extremely eerie effect. The man never
appeared again, and that was the last time we saw him.

We had heard the booming call to Prayer from the minaret loudspeaker. Then a man inside
the mosque repeated it more quickly to assemble the people in prayer lines for the Prayer. I
couldn't make out anything clearly, and I don't remember even seeing the Imam in the crowd,
but got into the straight line facing forward and waited for the Prayer to begi~. The line ~f
men raised their hands to their ears and began the prayer. Hushed, a deep quiet descending
over everyone, and the Imam in front intoning the Qur'an, we bowed, stood, prostrated, sat
back, prostrated again and stood up again, completing a cycle of the sunset prayer.

That evening, after supper in the hotel, we gathered, got into our robes, learned how to tie
turbans, how to walk by sliding our feet forward to keep the pointed, backless, soleless slippers
on through the rounded cobblestone streets of the city. Some of us had bought prayer-bead

When it was finished, we returned to the hotel, walking through the streets with our heads
down, hoods hiding us, true worshipful acolytes, to the warm, more familiar corridors of the
hotel, through arabesque archways and inlaid octagonal tables, past tall, donging grandfather
clocks, exhausted, to our beds.
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ALLEN HIBBARD

Tangier Revisited: A Diary

9 October, '9 7

It is dark by the time the Bismillah ("In the Name of God") draws in to dock at Tangier. A
half moon lies bowl-like in the sky. Venus and Saturn shine brightly. I try, as we approach the
port, to make out various landmarks and sections of the city. It has been ten years since I was
last here. Gradually things begin to come back to me. All I can see is lights. I try to make out
where the Continental Hotel is, between the port and the medina.
I lug my bags myself, brushing away persistent offers to help from desperate porters and taxi
drivers. I walk into the hotel and Abdelsalaam is behind the desk, just where I left him. He
bursts into a broad smile. "Ah, Mr. Hibbard! Long time. Ah! ZamalekT ZamalekT" he exclaims,
showing he remembers that the last time I stayed here I had been living in Cairo. He invites me
to sit down with him and drink mint tea. Abellatif, the man who served me breakfast every
morning during the summers of 198 7 and 1988, recognizes me as well and extends profuse
greetings in Maghrebi. Wearing the same costume he wore then-red fez, white shirt and
black Moroccan pants-he is virtually unchanged but for what the passing of a decade does to
the body. The timid maid who had always done my laundry ten years ago also gives me a smile
of recognition. I wonder if she remembers the time she found a chunk of hash I had left in the
pocket of jeans I'd asked her to wash, and returned it with a sly, knowing look. I doubled my
usual tip that day. Later in the evening I find Mustafa, my source of hash and kif, just where
I'd left him, leaning against the wall next to the cafe just outside the gates .to the hotel. "Every
day I wake up and look at this view," he told me. "I don't need to travel. People, they come to
me. You see. You, my friend, you come back and we are here and we treat you good because
you are a good man." I see he wants to resume our old business relationship.
11 October

Went to see Phillip at four yesterday. Made no wrong turns as I wound my way through the
souq, up the hill and out past the Spanish Cultural Center to the Itesa Inmeuble. Two mon
strous concrete highrises, still unfinished, have sprouted up on the corner where you turn off
to Paul's. Chatted with Phillip for a few minutes before going up to see Paul.
Paul is lying in bed, white, old and withered looking, but still smiling and emanating his
usual charm. His mind is still keen, though he can't see well enough to read and often barks
out, "WHAT?" when he doesn't hear something clearly. (Of course, Alfred always claimed he
pretended not to be able to hear.) "So you're in Murfreesboro, now." Paul says. "Why?" I've
wondered that as well, I tell him. Phillip raves about the problems he's been having with OHL,
with the delivery of contracts for a documentary on Paul's music, and goes in and out of Paul's
bedroom making phone calls. "Who ever invented these peopleT" he will sometimes exclaim as
we walk through the streets. And, when he sees a woman in a haik: "There goes another one
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of those laundry bags."
Virginia leaves, saying "See you tomorrow, PaulT Oh, and Allen, I hope you can come to
dinner on Tuesday." Abdelouaid, Paul's driver who comes in daily to see that Paul gets his
dinner, comes and goes from Paul's bedroom. Paul and I talk about the last time I was there,
the walks and drives w took, and where I've been since. We begin to talk about Alfred, but I
hold off for the tape recorder. Paul kindly offers me a ginger snap cookie, soggy and near the
bottom of the box. I politely decline. At one point he is fumbling about trying to find something
on the table next to him, cluttered with books, papers and half-used bottles of medicine, I ask
if I can help him with anything. He pauses dramatically and says with a sigh, "Could you help
me die?" We talk a bit about his being in Tangier at this stage of his life. "Everybody always
asks why I'm here. What they don't understand is that I'm a pragmatist. I've lived here for so
long. Why would I want to go anywhere else, especially now?"
Phillip and Abdelouaid are back in the room and we're all joking, mainly about sex, or
attahari, as they refer to it. Abdelouaid asks if we know how to play Wooshka. We say no. It's a
way of deciding who is going to have sex with whom when you have four people. He arranges
two lengths of string such that only the four ends are showing, then asks each of us to choose
an end. We then find out who's linked to whom: Phillip gets Abdelouaid; I get Paul.
Phillip and I head off to Guitta's for dinner. On the way, he warns me how dangerous
Tangier has become. His taste for morbid tales has grown these past years, perhaps as a result
of his contact with Paul, perhaps because he has spent so much time in Tangier. He repeats
stories he'd told me·on the phone of how his friend Karim had been stabbed twice the summer
before not far from here, apparently because his attacker wanted his Nike's, which Phillip had
bough~ for him. Phillip seemed especially gleeful as he told of how during recent heavy rains a
Moroccan woman had fallen into the storm sewers through an open manhole. Her body has
not yet been found. It probably was swept out to sea.
But for a small sign along the outer wall saying RESTAURANT in fading red letters, one would
never suspect the place was an eating establishment. It looks more like a villa falling into
decay, with overgrown shrubs, peeling paint, and garbage heaped in the adja_cent garden.
of the last vestiges of a colonial past. A salient symbol _of contemporary Tangier. The door 1s
opened by an ancient man with thick glasses and a red Fez, who looks like Lon C~aney. H~
mutters something and shuffles off while we seat ourselves. Only one other table 1s occupied.
Guitta herself her large breasts sagging, comes out to take our order. We both choose the veal.
Soon we are j~ined by Karim who, along with Kenneth, had been working since four in t~e
morning as an extra in the Jean Claude Van Damme movie presently being shot here. Karim
was cute, tired and grumpy. Sweet to me, but prickly with Phillip, who, I could sense, wanted
to show him off to me. Each fought for control. Each _k new just what buttons to push to make
the other react. I was their audience.

?ne

13 October

I'm missing days. Much has not been recorded. Much never will_be.
.
My watch stopped a couple of days ago. I take it to a watch repairman with a s~all stall near
the Minza. He looks a bit surprised when I address him in Modern Standard Arabic. (They
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speak a completely incomprehensible dialect here.) He says the battery is weak and replaces it,
saying the motor also is not good. The watch stops again during the following night, so I have
no idea what time it is when I wake up. I take the watch back the next day to "the chief engi
neer of time" and ask him to replace the motor. He takes my money and my watch and t lls
me to come back at 5 p.m. In a moment of distrust I hesitat , then agree.
I find 28 Sidi Bujari today, where Alfred lived for a year or two when he was in Tangier. Paul
had told me it was just around the corner from his apartment. I made inquiries at a nearby
shop.
"Yes, this Sidi Bujari Street," the man, about fifty years old, told me. "Why are you looking
for number 28?"
I told him an American I knew had lived there.
"When?"
"Over thirty years ago."
"There's a large new apartment building there now. You'll see." He pointed down the road.
There stood the unfinished concrete shell of a hideous looking, four story apartment complex.
The workmen eye me suspiciously as I take pictures.
I go to Phillip's around six. We go up to visit Paul before dinner. He's been to the doctor the
day before and diagnosed as having emphysema. The doctor had ordered him to stop smoking.
Just the day before he had smoked a kif cigarette before I turned on the tape recorder and we
talked about Alfred. "Well, are you going to stop?" I ask, wondering what the point would be
at this stage. "Of courser" he shot back.
The boys are back when we return. Kenneth minces about, saying he's tired, and goes to his
room. Phillip goes off to the kitchen to fix omelets, closing the door behind him. I'm left with
Karim. We sit down on the floor next to one another. He rolls a joint, lights it and passes it to
me. In the midst of puffs he frequently looks in the mirror admiringly, perfecting his pose.
Every night when I leave, at 10:00 or after, they tell me to be sure to take a taxi. "You will,
won't you?" Karim says when he senses I'm inclined to walk. "Do you have money?" I pull out
the change in my pocket and count it. Karim adds three dirhams.
Once out on the street I decide to walk all the way back to the hotel in the Medina. I keep a
lookout, Phillip's stories and warnings echoing in my head. A sense of foreboding swells as I
walk down the dark street near the American Legation. I imagine someone jumping out of the
shadows; stabbing me, taking my wallet, leaving me for dead. What causes this fear? Is it
purely subjective, with no real threatening factors to warrant it? Is it the logical product of
reading a lot of Bowles and listening to Phillip's stories? Or, are there valid reasons to be
afraid? It occurs to me that people, like animals, can detect fear, and prey upon those who
display it.
14 October

Windy this morning. The palm fronds beyond the hotel terrace rattle against each other.
Occasionally old dead fronds crash to the ground. Throughout the night shutters banged
against the walls of the hotel.
I wandered all over the Old Mountain yesterday looking for Villa Palma and didn't find it.
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15 October
Still windy. Al Sha.rid. An Easterly, as they call it here. In that ill-defined region b tw en
sleeping and waking I imagine I am upstairs in my brother's house near Lak Chelan, in
Washington State and the wind is blowing through the birch, the poplar, th locust.
Found Villa Palma. Paul supplied directions after I related my failed mission yesterday. It was
on the lower side of the mountain. I had been looking much farther up. On the way back, I
stopped in a cafe just a few blocks from the villa and began talking with the men who were all
sitting around smoking kif and watching television in a stupor. I fancied a scenario in which I
brought up the name Alfred Chester, saying he was an American who lived at Villa Palma
thirty years ago, and one of the old men, now wrinkled and completely kiffed out, would pop
out of his kif world and say, "Oh, that crazy guy with no hairT I used to fuck him all the time."
Instead, I sat and talked with one guy a little younger than me, leaving him convinced I was a
Muslim.
This afternoon I went to Asilah, a small fishing village 45 km west of Tangier, on the Atlan
tic. In a piece called "Dris Charhadi's Watermelons," written for Book Week soon after his
arrival in Morocco in 1963, Alfred Chester describes the town:
"You can catch sight of it when you are still miles away on the highway
between Tangier and Rabat. There, on the right, down a stretch of
desert, you see it right up against a motionless Atlantic, baking in glassy
silent heat: a small crowded town, most of it jammed within the walls
of an immense brown fortress. This first sight of Arcila fills you with
nothing- not pleasure or awe or anticipation. It merely makes you feel
still. It makes your mind quiet and defenseless against the sun that will
soon daze it and against the air that will soon smother it like a drug."
(Book Week, Sept. 29. 1963)
I barely get out of the service taxi before a fellow named Ahmed latches on to me. Before I
know it, I'm following him through winding narrow streets of the medina, walking into a
shop, being introduced to an uncle, sitting down to drink mint tea, and looking at carpets.
They soon determine I'm not going to be a good customer. I try to turn the tables and use them
to help me with my aims. Did they know anyone by the name of Dris Kasri? I ask. They show
no sign of recognition. Have they ever heard of him, or do they just not want to tell me any
thing? I escape quickly and easily locate Sidi Mansour, the street on which Paul and Jane had a
lovely Arab-style, white stucco house along the outer.wall of the fortress that looks over the
Atlantic. Alfred had come here, at Paul's invitation, with his two dogs, when he first arrived in
Morocco in the summer of 1963. It was here he met Dris, the young fisherman Paul set him
up with. I make further inquiries regarding Dris, but in vain. Either I'm not a good detective,
or Dris has disappeared.
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16 October
Time passes. I have trouble getting out of bed. My head is fuzzy. What time is it? What do I
have to do today? What am I doing here anyway? I'm getting bored, and am r ady to go. I no
longer have any purpose for being here. If I were working on a novel, that would b one thing,
but I'm not. I have become a lotus-eater. After tomorrow, when Phillip leaves, there won't be
anyone around to keep me company. What am I doing staying in a hotel which has seen better
days, in a city which has seen better days, visiting a man who has seen better days? All is in
decay.
Even after just ten days I am sensing how easy it would be to go crazy here, cut off from
one's cultural moorings, in this potentially hostile environment, with the ghost of Paul Bowles
hovering over one day and night. A few lines from Francis Poole's article, "Tangier and the
Beats," which I'm now reading, leap out at me: "The effect Tangier has on the unbalanced,
neurotic or paranoid psyche is often to magnify and intensify the individual's mental distur
bance, sometimes resulting in a fatal push over the 'edge' into extreme disorientation, deper
sonalization, or even madness." I think of Alfred going mad when he was here. Not only his
breakdown when Susan Sontag visited in the summer of '65, but when he returned to Mo
rocco after being back in New York, and lived in Asilah, then at the Villa Palma. He wrote few
letters and nothing else so far as I've discovered. He was likely depressed. Paul tells of visiting
him once at the Villa Palma, and finding him there with a whole room full of rotting oranges.
He had bought a whole load from someone. Who knows why.
18 October
I wait half an hour. Karim doesn't show up. We had agreed to meet at 10:00 a.m. in front of
Guitta's, opposite the Grand Mosque, and go from there to Asilah to try once again to track
down Dris. Perhaps he slept in, worn out from the long hours he's put in on the Van Damme
movie. Perhaps he forgot. Perhaps something else.
I decide to go to Paul's, since I'm already close by, to say farewell. I knock on the door firmly
but not so forcefully that it would rouse him should he be resting. No answer. A young guy
who lives in the building comes by, asks in French if I'm looking for Mr. Bowles, and he says
he's probably out with Abdelouaid.
I walk downtown. Should I go to Asilah on my own? Even though I know I should, the idea
doesn't appeal to me. What the hell am I doing in this city? There's no more reason for me to
be here. Phillip is gone. The only reason I stayed this long was to continue my detective work
with Karim's assistance. Now he doesn't show. I should have left two days ago. If Paul had
come to Tangier today, with its filth, the streams of emaciated faces, the scourge of poverty, the
stench of open sewers, the barbaric high rises, the traffic jams and exhaust fumes-all the
hideous facets of modernity he so detests and tries to escape-would he have stayed?
later in the day:
Went back to Paul's. Still no response to my knockings. The thought occurs to me that he
· could be dead and that perhaps I should take some kind of action to make sure he is all right.
But then I think of how Phillip had told me that he had been worried once the past week when
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Paul hadn't responded to his repeated knockings. It turned out he'd just been asleep, and
couldn't hear, with the small fan running on the table beside his bed. I leave a note and choose
to let him be.
"One gets the death one chooses," Gloria Kirby said the other evening chez David Herbert.
"Paul has backed himself into a corner." she went on. "But what choice does one have?" I can
imagine Paul saying. I return to the last two paragraphs of his autobiography Without Stop·
ping, published in 1972:
"The Moroccans claim that full participation in life demands the
regular contemplation of death. I agree without reserve. Unfortunately,
I am unable to conceive of my own death without setting it in the
far more terrible mise en scene of old age. There I am without teeth,
unable to move, wholly dependent upon someone who I pay to take
care of me and who at any moment may go out of the room and never
return. Of course this is not at all what the Moroccans mean by the
contemplation of death; they would consider my imaginings a
particularly contemptible form of fear. One culture's therapy is another
culture's torture. 'Good-bye,' says the dying man to the mirror they hold in
front of him. 'We won't be seeing each other any more.' When I quoted Valery's
epigram in The Sheltering Sky, it seemed a poignant bit of fantasy. Now, because
I no longer.imagine myself as an onlooker at the scene, but instead as the principle
protagonist, it strikes me as repugnant. To make it right, the dying man would
have to add two words to his little farewell, and they are: 'Thank GodT"' (367)
I change my money to pay my hotel bill and buy a few very modest cadeaux for the ones I love
back home-a small pottery jar with Berber designs, a leather wallet, a small leather coin
purse, a wooden box inlaid with an Arabesque design. I think of going back to hundreds of e
mail messages and other mail, to packing for MacDowell. Whither the narrative from here?
Al-Maghreb. Sunset. The mournful wail of the muezzin. Light drains from the sky, lingering
on the surfaces of houses, white, yellow and blue. For a moment I think. ..This too, in all its
strangeness, has been a home of sorts: a place I revisit with memories against which I measure
the growth of a life.
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HAMID IDRISSI LHAYET

IN MY COUNTRY

I drank my country
as a piece ofice in a cup of squ zed poison
I drank tyranny and swallowed fire scratching my throat
I escaped to the frozen land to soothe my buried wounds
I burned my homeland paper
and all the foreign script
demolished the pillars and castles
left my clothes
Naked, I abandoned my identity
In my countzy
My people adopt the holy wars
They start bloody battles for one inch of dirt
and beg for peace
But when quiet comes to light
They fight to save the war
My people are gypsy spiders

Webs and threads
My people measure dirt with their fingers
and trace borders with children 7S tears and innocents' blood
My people burn all prophets
and gather to bow at their temples

SCATTERED POSSESSIONS
Carrying my belongings
I visit the stations
Circling for a hidden truth.
Trying to change my luggage
Or leave it behind.
My passport is shameful evidence.
My pride, a criminal utensil.
I burn my rejected papers.
For my being does not submit
To any statute oflimitations.

In my country
The rules change without notice
Temples without columns and columns without temples
Ah yesl There are valiant heroes
Treasures and ruins
Luxury and health
And always, collapsing hopes
All answers are lost, yet the question remains

Oh my country
My blood is contaminated with poison
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PAOLA IGLIORI

VALERY 01STEANU

Tangiers

Some Planets Come This Way
July 13, 1989
L'Kbir (Fete du Mouton)

aMy first day in Morocco was a feast in which veiy
family has a goat that is killed and skinned and eaten, so this was
happening all over town." - Paola Igliori

- to Paul Bowles

Paul arrives in a wheel-chair to the concert hall on Broadway
First time in thirty years, all the way from Tangiers
His eyes sparkle, smiling unpretentious

The goats play
or are pulled by a rope
their heads will be cut off
the soup a feast
old men ring a bell
and offer water
in gold cups

Holding a wine glass full of water and sand
Inside the hall, listening to Aaron Copeland's music from his balcony
Drinking tea, spoon by spoon
He is flying on the back of a black swan
Accompanied by a burning Kif pipe

The shadow is still on the sand
cloth flapping in the breeze
water runs over it
in millions of melted
shimmering trickles
breaking at the feet
waves arch in tension
then shutter in surrender
at one with the still depth
I turn my back on the sea
across the vast flat expanse of sand
beyond the high rise buildings
a thin whiff of smoke slowly floats
from the ram's heads
charring on a fire
in petrol barrels
horns resting on the sidewalk
a child
with himself, playing
next to them

1

Paul Bowles talks to Charles Henri Ford, to Allen Ginsberg, to Ira Cohen
"Welcome home, traveler!" shouts someone
"I am not here!" answers Paul, "It's just a dream"
He will wake up on Sunday back in Tangiers
Searching for secret drums and secret dreams
The old man is at peace with the ocean of sand
The old man is at peace with the sea of humility
The mirror cracks and the small shattered images
Fall to the ground in a collage of sounds
The King of the Kasbah is surrounded by love
Listening to his own youth, listening to his own music
Daydreaming, flying home, over the sleeping deserts

A ram's skin
rested on the terrace
like a wet vest
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order these books and others. Joshua Leonard is a photographer and visual artist living in New York. Nancy Levant is one ofthe Dayton
area's finest poets and she may have written the best chapbook of all time (Letters To God From A Dioorcee, New Song Press). Jack
Micheline is residentbard ofthe lifescenes ofthe street and he's taken part in countless readings since the 50s and 60s. His publications
include The Last Roundup, Poems ofFYre and light (Mid. Spec. Editions, 1992, 1990) and Letter To Kerouac In Heaven (?.eitgeist Press,
1991). Angus MacLise will have been gone this year for nineteen years, yet he is more alive today than everr Perhaps he was made to be
invisible and everywhere. A CD ofhis poetry (The famous Millennium Reading) & his music will be forthcoming fromAKASHIC RECORDS
in concert w /Mystic Fire & Baraka sometime in the Spring of 1998. Gerard Malanga., poet and photographer, is the author of Mytholo
gies Of1he Heart (poems, Black Sparrow Press, 1996). Recent publications include Harvard Review and Artes International (Swedish
Academy, Stockholm). He presently lives in NYC. Two books of his photography are scheduled for this year: Resistant Memory (Arena
Editions) and Gerard Malanga: Screen Tests-Portraits-Nudes 1964-96 (Steidl Verlag). Daniel Abd al-Hayy Moore's Dawn Visions (1964)
and Burnt Heart, Ode To The War Dead (1972) were both published by City Lights Books. In the 60's, he headed his own theatre
company, The Floating Lotus Magic Opera Company. In 1970 he embraced Islam as part of the Habibiyya-Shadiliyya Sufi Tariqa of
Morocco. He made the pilgrimage to Mecca in 1972. After a 10 year hiatus The Desert Is The Only Way Out, and The Chronicles OfAkhira
appeared in 1980. His poems have appeared in The Nation, Zyzzyva, The City lights Review and many others. Mohammed Mrabet was
born around 1940 in Morocco, his family being from the Rif, he was drawn to the city and grew up on the streets. He made his living as
a fisherman and met Jane Bowles inTangier in 1965. She introduced him to Paul who started to tape his stories and translate them into
English. His first novel Love With A Few Hairs was published in 1967 in London and now his stories have been published in eight
languages. The language of Mrabet is a maze like the thousand alleys of the Medina, seductive but dangerous. He also paints and has
shown his work in San Francisco, New York, Boston and Brussels. Harold Norse is an American poet who has had longtime correspon
dences with many wrtters including William Carlos Williams. His book HotelNiroana (City Lights, 1974) was nominated for the National

Johnny Dolphin Allen as a past denizen of Tangier and author of the novel Thirty-Nine Blows on a Gone Trumpet, he now resides in
California. Timothy Baum is a poet, collector ofsurrealist art, and international authority on dada and surrealist evidence of every kind.
He is also the editor of Nadada Editions. He presently resides in New York. Hakim Bey is with the Moorish Observatory. His essay
originally appeared in The Moorish Science Monitor, Vol. VII #2 in 1994, for back issues and catalog wrtte to Ziggurat, P.O. Box 25193,
Rochester, NY 14625. Paul Bowles is a composer, novelist and poet well known for his seminal works, 'The Sheltering Sky and Up Above
the World. He received the National Institute of Arts and Letters Award in literature in 1950. Bowles' life has followed a nomadic course
through SouthAmertca, Mexico, France (where he befriended Gertrude Stein), India, Ceylon, and North Africa. He reached NorthAfrtca
in 1931 and researched the music of Morocco. The tapes he made of their music are now preseived in the Llbrary of Congress archive.
Bowles met Mrabet in 1965 and encouraged him to put his stones on tape. He has translated many books for Mrabet. Chocolate Creams
and Dollars, recorded by Mrabet in the mid '70s, describes the period in which Alfred Chester was in Tangier. Bowles has been visited by
many at his residence in Tangier and has had a subtle and peIVasive influence on world literature. Michael Castro is the editor of River
Styx in St. Louis. Alfred Chester (1928-1971) lived in Morocco from 1963-1965, where he wrote his novel The Exquisite Corpse. 1\vo
books of his writings are in prtnt by Black Sparrow Press. Adam Cline is grandmaster flash for those in the know. He's earning his
masters at Wright St. University. Ira Cohen keeps watch on the stars over Morocco and just had a new book published, Minbad Sinbad.
He has starred in the underground classic films of Jack Smith (Reefers Of Technicolor lslandJ and traveled to Africa and back and
everywhere else in bet\veen. Besides being a poet he is also responsible for capturtng the alchemy of mylar photography. Raphael
Aladdin Cohen is a collector of starfish, he glitters by night and has a penchant for Hungarian pastry. Cid Corman Look. You are
staring/at words on a page - /looking for your life/for the life of them./What does it mean if/it doesn't mean life? John Brandi's honors
include the Portland State Poetry Prize, an NEA fellowship in poetry and a Witter Bynner Translation Grant. Recent books include
Weeding The Cosmos: Selected Haiku (La. Alameda Press) and A Question ofJourney (Light and Dust). David Chorlton was born in
Austrta, grew up in England, and has lived in Phoenix, Artwna since 1978. His book Outposts was published byTaxus Press in England.
Thomas Rain Crowe is a poet, translator and author of several books including his Night Sun Trilogy (1993) and The Laughame Poems
(Gwasg Carreg Gwalch, 1997). He has been the editor of Beatib.lde, and is currently editor-at-large for the Asheville Poeby Review.
Edward Field's latest book is Counting Myself Lucky, Selected Poems 1963-1992 (Black Sparrow Press). He is the editor of the Alfred
Chester Society Newsletter. Abouali Ff is currently living in New York City. Charles Henri Ford founded and edited View, the landmark
avant-garde magazine of the arts. He is author of Out OfThe Labyrinth: Selected Poems (City Lights 1991). He is currently working on
Automatic Memories with John Yau and Water From A Bucket Journal 1949-1958. Gates Of Marrakesh, we hear, is the place to go if
you're ever in New York. They're on 8 Prince St., New York, NY, 10012. Omar A Gomez is a visual artist from Argentina. Paul Grillo is
an acknowledged disciple of the International Surrealist Tradition. He has published poems & collages in countless magazines and is the
author of five books including Manhattan Spiritual. (with Guy Beining, 1976) and Skin of Doubt (1978). 1\vo all-new collections of his
poeby Burnt Sienna and The Owlette Diaries are forthcoming. He lives "in psychic transit" somewhere between the Jersey shore and
Montreal, Quebec. Perhaps one of the more enigmatic figures associated with the Beat Generation, Brion Gysin wrote t\vo hard-to-find
books on Canadian slavery before leaving for Europe and North Africa in the fifties. Along with Burroughs he created the Cut-up method
ofwriting which used random chance to arrive at new states ofliterary consciousness. In the 1960's he became well-known in visual and
sound poetry circles for his permutated poems and abstract calligraphy. Resident of the Beat Hotel and Tangier luminary, he was a
painter/ theoretician/wrtter who also ran The Thousand And One Nights where M'sikseff, on the cover, was the magical doorman and
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Ira Cohen, John Solt, Henry Limouze, Bob Moore, Michael Haejlinger, Jim Turner and his
Columbus friends, Nicole Wall, mARK oWEns, Tom Ohrman, Steve Gross, Brian Williams,
Tetsuya Taguchi, Paul Bowles, Henri Michaux, Jack Hirschman, Alexis Larson, Jim Ingram,
John and Diana Sawyer, The Southern Belle, Timothy Baum, Charles Henri Ford & Gerard
Malanga.

Thank you:

John Bigelow Taylor
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Book Award. In William S. Burroughs' words, Norse, "played a pivotal role" in "the strange interlude" at the "now-famous Beat Hotel at
9, Rue Git-le-Coeur in Paris" where the beats stayed from 1958-63. Norse, '\vas one of the first to apply cut-ups," said Burroughs. Norse
has documented this fully in his autobiography, Memoirs OfABastardAngel (Morrow, 1989).Valery Oisteanu is working on a new book
of poetzy called 7.enDada He has written art reviews for the art magazines New York Soho and Cover Arts New York. His books Moons Of
Venus, Temporary Immortality and PassJXJrt To Eternal life, appeared from the Pass Press in New York. mARK oWEns is off again to
Mexico where he plans to become the discover-er of secret pyramids. He will live in Guadalajara for six months and then evaporate.
Stephanie Rudloe is a henna artist who works at the Mendhi Project (212-969-8820). Her book (along with Loretta Roome), Mendht The
Timeless Art OJHenna will be out this spring 1998 by St. Martin's Press. R.F. Sauer is a resident of the North Beach neighborhood of San
Francisco. Jack Shadoian teaches Fihn and English at the University of Mass., Amherst. His Dreams AndDead.Ends (MIT Press) covers
the crime film from UITLE CAESAR to TI-IE GODFATIIER His poems have most recently appeared in Descant, PikestajfFonunand New
York Quarterly. John Solt, poet, provocateur and tsukebe scholar, is the only American poet to have successfully penetrated the inner
circles of the Japanese avant-garde. He completed Ph.D. work at Haivard on the influential Japanese poet-artist Kitasono Katue, which
produced two books: Glass Beret (poems) and Nihilist in the Eraser (forthcoming-poems and history). He currently lives in Amherst.
Mass. Tetsuya Taguchi is the editor of Electric Rexroth in Kyoto, Japan. John Bigelow Taylor currently resides in New York City. Cathy
Vance is a visual artist and poet who attends Wright St. University. She has a BA in fine arts and enjoys organic living and horticulture.
Paul Violi was born in 1944 in New York. He has taught at various colleges and universities and has published six books of poems,
including likewise and The Cwious Builder. Ken Wainio has published poetzy, prose and travel writing in various lit mags. over the past
25 years, most recently in Exquisite Cx>rpse, Furious Fictions and the Asheville Poetry Review. His published books include Crossroods of
the Other (Androgyne Books), Letters FromAl-Kemi (Sombre Reptile Press), and Stmfuck (New Native Press). AD. Wmans has been
publishing in the small presses since 1965. Some of the magazines he's appeared in include: City lights Journal, New York Quarterly,
Beat Scene, Beatitude, Second Cx>ming and Con.frontation. Ahmed Yacoubi was a close confidante of Paul Bowles as they traveled
together through the Sahara and appeared with Bowles in Hans Richter's film BxB. Yacoubi was apprentice to Francis Bacon and had
many shows ofhis own work in London, Brussels and New York City. Lionel Ziprin wants it to be known that he has never been arrested
or convicted of a crime. It is said that the enlightened will shine in the brightness of the firmament & that those who turn the many to
righteousness will be like stars forever. One of Lionel's first published poems received a letter of praise from T.S. Eliot He has written
poems of almost 1,000 pages and in his spare time has composed some 10,000 limericks. One of a kind, his presence has upheld the
many.

